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A Tribute
to Helen

Varney
Burst
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From the
Last

Dean

fall, the University announced plans

reduce expenses to address a projected
budget deficit in the coming years. A twophased program of cost reductions was
to

Spring

implemented, the first phase designed to
identify short-term savings in both salary
and non-salary costs throughout the Uni
versity, and the second phase focused on
long-term improvements in the University's
business processes and services. Together,
these initiatives will help the University to
bring expenses into line with revenues in its
budgets and will allow it to direct the maxi
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amount

of resources, both financial
core mission of

teaching and scholarship.
University's endowment combined with sound
fiscal management has enabled YSN to maintain current salary costs. However,
in order to meet the University's challenge, we have made a 5 percent budget ef
ficiency cut. In doing so, we have set budgetary priorities for the coming year.
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You may have noticed the absence of the winter issue of Yale Nurse. In the
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2003-04 fiscal year, we reduced the number of issues from three to two. The cur
rent issue of Yale Nurse is a commemorative issue that celebrates our most recent
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COVer: Helen

Varney

Burst will retire

teaching after 41 years.

are
looking forward to our Commencement ceremony this year on May
Dorothy Powell, Dean of the Howard University Division of Nursing,
will address our graduating class. Her selection as speaker coincides with the
graduation of the first students to participate in our Yale-Howard Scholars Pro
gram, Nicole Laing and Sabrina Singleton. As we close another academic year
and say good bye to a group of students, we welcome a new cohort of Alumni.
Please join me in welcoming them to the world of the YSN alumni, those nurses
who are working to improve the health of all people.

Catherine

Lynch

Gilliss, DNSc, RN, FAAN

Dean and Professor

Yale Nurse

careers

Varney Burst. This issue of Yale Nurse highlights Helen's
significant contributions to midwifery to historical research and to YSN. In
recognition of these contributions, YSN has announced a campaign to establish
the Helen Varney Chair in Midwifery. I am particularly grateful to Campaign
Co-Chairs Charlotte "Pixie" Elsberry '65 and Mary Ann Shah and their commit
tee of 52 dedicated volunteers for their efforts to make the Helen
Varney Chair a
We

2

the span of their

Contributions of Academic Midwiferv." The event marked the retirement

24. Dr.

from

over

work of the School.

Student News

News

as

Beginning in the fall of this year, the editorial staff of Yale Nurse and Yale
Nursing Matters will join forces to bring you a magazine that will feature alumni
profiles and news that you have enjoyed in Yale Nurse, as well as in depth articles
highlighting the work of YSN students and faculty that have contributed to Yale
Nursing Matters being named the 2003 Best Magazine by the Connecticut Valley
and Southern Connecticut Chapters of the Public Relations Society of America.
I am also pleased to share with you that we are currently in the process of
developing a new YSN web site, which we expect to launch in July 2004. Alumni
profiles, news and events will have a significant presence on the new web site,
providing another exciting way to for us to communicate with you about the

ing the

Writing Award

well

Yale.

19

Creative

of the

Spring

2004

Helen

Varney

Burst Retires
Before that, the

of

plan

care

refer

was to

ily planning

for fam
to

patients

Planned Parenthood of Connecticut

which

provided transportation

to

their clinic in Port Chester, New York,
just across the state line.
After

graduation from YSN,
to the University of Wis

Helen went

consin-Madison to work under Dean
Helen

who

Bunge

was

building the

school in curriculum and research
(she was the founding editor of Nurs

the very same time
literally exploding
in protests over the war in Vietnam.
The chemistry building in Madison
was bombed. Helen remembers the

ing Research)

at

Universities

were

time in Madison

how
ber

Whatever the

location, the politics

of professional organizations and
universities, Helen's purpose has

always
make

been front and center: to

things better for women

and

families, and to build the science
and practice

of midwifery.

to

be

a

as

her education in

University faculty

how

mem

Wiedenbach's office, which she
shared with whomever the only other

respond to stu
dents who stood in silence holding
signs saying, "Don't forget about us"
to faculty as they walked through to
meetings to try to deal with the crisis.
Being a University faculty member
meant seeing beyond maternity nurs
ing or even the School of Nursing.
Important as the Madison expe
rience was, it wasn't midwifery, so

maternal

she returned

the old

In

third

Brady building,

door from the end
of the corridor,

on

was

the left side

Ernestine

nursing faculty

member

the time. On the wall

including

to

the

to

east coast

for

an

sign.

internship at Kings County Hospi
tal in Brooklyn, a bit at loose ends

es

about what to do after

was

at

was a

About 2 feet long, maybe 6 inch
high, background white, it had the
word "Purpose" painted in blue, with
a red check mark through the word.

That word and sentiment fixed Helen

Varney

Burst's attention whenever

she and her classmates came together
with Ernestine to discuss their patient
care

practice. One of the
prescribed for

Ernestine

their

to write

exercises

students

own statement

recovering
midwifery practice. Something

her

must

have been meant, she

through Marie Meglen, one of
her colleagues at Kings County, she
became
a

of pur

of what

was

eventually

Mississippi, at the tail end of
struggle in the '60's

the Civil Rights
in the south.

Robert Kennedy had toured Mis

pose for

doing nursing, a stretching
assignment that formed an anchor for

one

cadre of six nurse-midwives who

went to
was

savs,

for

politics
policy also came at YSN. She re
members being the invisible student
pasted to the wall in the infertility

sissippi's Delta and been devastat
ed by what he saw. The federal gov
ernment invited
Mississippi to create
the County Health Improvement
Program (CHIP). The CHIP program
provided funds to counties to edu

clinic at YNHH when Dr. C. Lee

cate

Helen's work

evermore.

Helen's introduction into

and

Buxton

came

in to

rousing cheers

for

arrested (!) in what
became the landmark case, Griswolrf

having just been

v.

Connecticut that overturned state

law to make family

planning legal.

for

nurse-midwives, staff

care,

and

support

centers

physicians

to

the midwives. Until this
time, nurse-midwives in the United

"supervise"

States

were not
practicing except
public health clinics, the MIC

Yale Xuisc
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in
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project
there

>

Nt

in New York

City

where

or

educational programs.
That meant that some nurse-mid
wives had migrated to the bureaucra
in the
cy of the Public Health Service
federal government. "Moles," Helen
were

calls them.

run

were

the

ones

who

(five white, one black, all
north) arrived in

midwives
but

They

the CHIP program would
on the backs of nurse-midwives.
Helen and the other five nurseto it

saw

one

from the

Mississippi in the summer, charged
opening the service in Jackson

with
at

the Medical Center and Holmes

County immediately

and

having

an

educational program in place by Sep
tember. Holmes County and four oth
er

sites had been selected because of

all 82 counties in

the

tics. The

Mississippi they had

maternal and infant statis

worst

assignment

midwives

for six

nurse-

five counties

to cover

plus

the service and educational programs
in

Jackson

so

was

the decision

trate

site

and

as

obviously impossible,
was

develop

made to

concen

the Holmes

County

the "model."

Nurse-midwifery assistants, local
hired under the project, were

women

educating the nursehelping them get past
(gun-toting plantation own

invaluable in

midwives and
barriers
ers

among

others)

to

the

women

who

desperately needed the care. The ob
stetrical "supervision" was 65 miles
away.

Using the statistics about infant
mortality, Helen and the others de
termined that practically all of it was
preventable. They developed a home
visiting plan for women and their
infants after postpartum hospital dis
charge at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 30 davs
and 3 and 6 months. The infant mor
tality rate

was

cut in

half.

(Purpose,

remember?)
Helen's faculty

appointment was
Department of Ob/Gyn in the
University of Mississippi Medical

in the

School where the CHIP grant was
housed, but she insisted on a faculty

appointment in the School
ing as well. Over time, she

of Nurs
overcame

the resistance of the School of Nurs
ing and began to build a master's
program in

nurse-midwifery. There
teaching materials, so Helen,
never throws
anything away,

were no

who

4
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found

some

purple mimeographed

One

of the exercises Ernestine [Wiedenbach] prescribed for students

"how to
pages from Kings County
do a pelvic exam" etc. Where there

write their

weren't

ment that formed

was

to

—

wrote

teaching

materials,

they
they

own

statement
an

of purpose for doing nursing,

anchor for Helen's work

stretching assign

them. But students said

credit for who

weren't

being given
they were or what they knew, in
the rigid structure of the traditional
curriculum. The faculty developed
a
mastery learning modular curricu
lum. It not only dealt with the stu
dents' issues, it was exportable and
Helen

saw

that it got into the

to it

that have wounded other

nursing as
legal authority to practice;
the use of data for policy; scope of
practice; relationships with organized
nursing and organized medicine,
sociations:

easy. Her clarity of purpose led
the College to its remarkable legisla
never

hands of every educational program
in nurse-midwifery. It was the first

tive successes, state

time theoretical and clinical learn

tablished its

ing objectives had been detailed for
nurse-midwifery in the United States.
(Purpose, right?)
It was only natural that Helen

paid staff; agreed upon a definition of
nurse-midwifery practice incorporat
ing "independent management" in
the language; developed continuing
education mechanisms; implemented
legislative proposal response mecha

would conceive
was no

a

textbook; there

American text for

midwifery

Midwifery

first edition of \'arue\/'s
won the American journal of

Nursing's

Book of the Year award in

practice. The

1981, and the fourth,

published just

last year, won it again.
Helen moved from
to

a

evermore.

the Medical

Mississippi
University of South

Carolina (Dean, Marcia Curtis, YSN
'57) and, shortly after, was elected
President of the American

College

During that time,
the College to confront and

Nurse-Midwives.

she led

of

master terrible

professional

issues

During her

by aching

state.

time in office, ACNM
own

es

national office with

nisms; assisted in the passage of the
first federal third party reimburse

legislation for nurse-midwives;
developed mechanisms for ne
gotiating and receiving federal con
ment

and

read by the
as

Department of Ob/Gyn
suggesting Helen and her faculty

nurse-midwives
for their
on

private patients planning
home birth with lay mid-

The Ob/Gyn Chair insisted
that henceforth, the nurse-midwives
would have to tell patients who were
wives.

going

to

have

National Commission of Health Cer

tifying Agencies,

a

brilliant

a

home birth, that thev

would be denied

prenatal

care at

the Medical Center. In addition, am
women who
might want to have a
home birth would be required to see
an

OB resident who would tell her

condoned

charter member of the

in home

care

having

and led ACNM to become

a

participated

birth, by providing prenatal

all of the bad

become

a

to, or couldn't afford not to, have
home births. A clinical incident was

Helen worked to protect the
ACNM credentialling mechanisms

to

Carolina,

complicated
set of clinical circumstances involving
the arcane ways patients who wished

tracts.

recognized
by the US Department of Education
as an
accrediting organization and

in South

Meanwhile,

Helen had to deal with

things that were sure to
happen. Meanwhile, the department
women

a

practice

certified to have

with

in which black

from the rural
a

areas

deliven

could be

at

home

granny midwife (thev didn't
have much choice). The violation of
a

political

stroke.

\ale Nurse
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a "Yale thing." It did go forward,
the
proved the model, and then
and
malpractice insurance crisis hit

be
it

obstetrician resistance hardened and
it could not be sustained.

Purpose.
Whatever the location, the

poli
professional organizations and

tics of

universities, Helen's purpose has

always been front and center: to make
things better for women and families,
and to build the science and practice
of midwifery. As faculty member, in
Mississippi, South Carolina and Yale,
she mentored generations of students
and junior (and sometimes senior)
faculty. As University citizen, always
prepared for any meeting, Helen
challenged us to get it right, to have
our values in the right place and our
purpose clear.
Helen has been honored with
program

on

a

29-30. Obstetri

April

cal Grand Rounds

began

this affair,

Leah Albers, a senior nursemidwife researcher. Nurse-midwives
from throughout the country talked

featuring

about the academic contributions of

nurse-midwifery.
tern

protect the ACNM

credentialling mechanisms
ACNM to become

the US
an

and led

recognized by

Department of Education

accrediting organization

become

a

charter member

National Commission

tifying Agencies,

a

of the

stroke.

Cer

resign as a matter of
principle. She used her time to finish
writing the first edition of her book.
came

had

elegant

discussions about how

the practice of nurse-midwifery was
a model for what was then growing

practitioner primary care.
policy contexts much

others, especially former
"con

nurse-midwifery patients,
together to create
an out-of-hospital birth center that
would be

a

YS\ venture. The Uni

versity, especially the late A. Bartlett
Giamatti, just couldn't countenance
this. If

2004

it went

forward, it couldn't

research and

Purpose and
professional practices

with definitions and standards and

organization positions, all with her
personal touch. She brought it back
home when YSN
umes

sumers" worked

Spring

as

turned that into

better than 1 did.

now

Yale Nurse

Helen took what she learned at
Yale

sense

Helen and

6

was a
founding member of the
Fellowship of ACNM.

she

Helen knew the

But the old issues surfaced here.

an

a

gree in 1987. ACNM awarded her the
Hattie Hemschemeyer Award and

back to YSN in 1979,

"home." I, who graduated from YSN
one year after her, was now Dean. We

as nurse

political

hypocrisy

forced Helen to

Helen
as

and to

of Health

brilliant

Helen's values and blatant

ma-

Distinguished
Georgetown University
honorary doctoral de

Alumna and

conferred

Helen worked to

All of her alma

have named her

was

changing.

Her

of purpose threads through vol
of YSN Executive and Board of

Permanent Officers' committee min
utes, any historian will find her there,
keeping us honest and on target.

When YSN selected her for the

Distinguished
1980, I

Alumna Award in

the citation, noting that
always asking, "why" and

wrote

Helen

was

"why

not?"

Purpose. ^

A Salute to Helen
Three cheers for the
Who in

midwifery

Varney

great

Burst

Helen Burst

Since Helen's done

is well versed

And

In her travels and ventures

Her school— YSN

She's had great adventures
seen both the best and the worst.

Is

In

And

teachings on how to give birth
brought many parents great mirth.

Her

She's increased infant health
That's the best kind of wealth

And she's done it all

And

everyone's

over

It instructs the

It's

a

—

the earth

and for

warm

gathered

a

care

chair.

Country

and Yale!

wishes to Helen and to all those

at the

midwifery symposium.

Richard C. Levin

perplexed

seminal text

Killamey!

Burst's Remarks
at Retirement

have had

I

Burst's remarks

made at her retirement dinner
at The

Quinnipiack

on

ceremony. It was the part of the
Pledge that said "With loyalty will 1

great institutional

the conduits of my commitment

endeavor to aid the

Friday,

Club...

to

babies, and families, my dedi

women,

Varney

two

loves in my life: the Yale School
of Nursing and the American

College of Nurse-Mid wives. I have
given my all to both. Thev have been

Celebration

April 30,

god

With

"Varney"
(not blarney).

Well known from New York to

From Helen

a
happy "Amen!"
honoring her with

For

heard about

The book that has wisdom

than her share

So Helen, I give you a Hail!
And toast you with Mory's fine ale.
Thanks for doing your part
With midwifery art

Have

—

more

all those who

exemplifies

cation to the

professions of nursing
midwifery, and my devotion
students. My professional life story

and of
to

past few months and I
repeat it now. Instead, I want

times in the

reflect for

a

I have had
in

few minutes

on

to

the Deans

they influenced my life

as

was

the Dean of

my nurs

ing student years at the University
of Kansas School of Nursing, E. Jean
M. Hill. I

Class. It

was

was

President of the Senior

to Miss

Hill that I

with the class rebellion
the Florence
our

School

on

went

saying

Nightingale Pledge at
graduation and pinning

that I started

mv

You

battles

in his
can

in

early

my career. It was only years later that
I learned that Miss Hill was a gradu
of the Yale University School
Nursing (YSN), class of 1935.

ate

Then

on

to associate
—

to

Yale and

myself

YSN's and the

own treasure.

had

significant ways.
First,

see

us.

mv

of

student

years with Dean Florence Wald.
What a privilege to forever be able

has been written and told several
won't

physician

work ..." that troubled

more

with Florence

country's

very

Florence and 1 have

than

one

conversation

on

the similarities in concepts and is
sues of the
hospice movement she
founded in the United States and

the childbirth

wifery

consumer

movements.

and mid

1 remember in

student

applicant interview with
specifically talked
about research, attempting to plumb
my depths on this subject. I had no
my

Florence that she

)alc \iir-e

Spring 2004
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New York

class of 1957. She asked

the

a

City, including founding
journal Nursing Research, she had

gone home to Wisconsin at the end
of her career to grow a backwards
school of nursing into a power house.
I

came

upon her

scene to

teach

un

dergraduate obstetric nursing at just
the right moment to be an integral
part of the phenomenal activity and
dynamic growth of that School. It was
there that I learned

to

think of, and be

involved in, the vision and mission of
an entire School and not just the nar
of

single specialty.
After a return to midwifery
through an Internship at Kings
Count}' Hospital in Brooklyn, New
York to regain and update my skills,
viewpoint

row

I

was

not

depth, but I was smart enough to in
stantly perceive that I was intensely
interested in developing some. It was
only years later when I was writing
the history of YSN that I understood
the emphasis on research. Regardless,
1 am grateful for the preparation in
both midwiferv and research I had
a

student

The
took

at

powerful

from Yale

influences I

were

three-fold:

Purpose. Thank you Ernes
Purpose in nursing
which I then extrapolated into pur
pose in basically everything. Purpose
First.

tine Wiedenbach.

in

purpose in life, etc. In
with what Joyce Thompson

teaching,

concert

said in her

presentation

on

the prac

titioner-teacher, the key words

in my

of purpose are "to facili
tate the efforts of ..." whomever.
statements

Second. Yale's attention to and

fostering of the individual, that
person's ability to articulate their
thoughts and positions in rational
discussion, and what
has

to

individual

an

contribute to humankind.

Third. Articulation of my beliefs
a social conscience.

and seeds of

Mv next Dean was Helen Bunge
at the University of Wisconsin-Madi
son.

After

an

Yale Nurse

illustrious

Spring

next

Dean. This

career

in

2004

was

type of experience. My

colleagues and I started a Certificate
Program in Nurse-Midwifery in the
Department of Ob/Gvn in the School
of Medicine at the University of Mis
sissippi Medical Center in Jackson
but I had insisted on a joint appoint
ment with the School of Nursing. Un
fortunately, the Dean of the School of
Nursing in 1969 reflected a prevalent
thought in nursing at that time about
nurse-midwives

Nonetheless,
in

I

developing

mini-doctors and

as

was

of, nursing.

deeply involved
degree pro
of Nursing to in

Masters

a

gram in the School
clude a specialty in nurse-midwifery.

This enabled the

Program
as

well

to

as a

offer

Nurse-Midwifery
Masters degree

a

Certificate in

nurse-

midwifery for students with a wide
range of background preparation in
nursing. This

League

for

Nursing accreditation process ex
pressed displeasure with the fact
the nurse-midwiferv clinical

that

courses

actually in the

Department of
Ob/Gyn and students with varying
backgrounds were sitting in the same
classroom. The Dean was not pleased.
My next Dean was Marcia Curtis
were

at

the Medical University of South

Carolina in Charleston. She had

already started

midwifery
was a

a

Certificate

nurse-

program and, further,

\IN

graduate

of

YSN, the

write

When I became Director of the

nurse-

midwifery program after three years
of part-time positions while I worked
on the book, she
supported me in
my abrupt resignation on a matter of
principle in response to a non-nego
tiable mandate from the Chair of the

of

Department

Ob/Gyn

that violated

my most basic beliefs about the pro
vision of quality care to all women.

What

a

relief it

was to

subse

where many
of the battles I had fought elsewhere

quently
did

not

return to YSN

have

to

be

where I could be
a nurse

and

fought again,
proud to be both

midwife, and where

a

Dean, Donna Diers, who
understood from whence I came.
I had

a

She listened

to

derstood their

implications.

my stories and un
and policy

politics

She knew the part

of the world, Kansas, where I had
been born and raised; she knew the

influences and milieu of YSN when
student as she graduated in
only a year later than when I
graduated; she knew the struggles of
nurses
extending and expanding into
1

was a

1964,

new

roles; and she knew the hostili
fixing in the face of conven

ties of

tional

thought.

endeavors and

We undertook

fights together:

new

think

Family Childbirth Center. Donna
not only was
my Dean but also my
friend.

worked well until the

folks from the National

she

8

same

traitors to, and sell-outs

YSN.

most

awav

as

off to my

the

a

me to

proposal for starting a Masters
degree program in the College of
Nursing including a specialty in
nurse-midwifery, asking only that
I not jeopardize their accreditation.

The

generosity

Judith Krauss,

of my next Dean,
through the

saw me

period of time in my life that entailed
coping with operations (six of them),
travel back and forth to distant sick
and

dying parents and time spent
injuries that took me
out of clinical
practice forever, and
what ultimately was a futile
attempt
to regain clinical
functioning with
daily half-day occupational therapy
for two years.
Unfailingly gracious
with gifts of time by never mention
ing them, Judy enabled me to carry
on with
my professional job and
with them,

ACNM
to

responsibilities while tending
these other aspects of my life. She

also redirected my YSN energies into
being Chair of the 75th Anniversary

Committee and

writing a monograph
history of the Yale Uni
versity School of Nursing.
Which brings me to my last Dean,

of the 75 year

Catherine Gilliss. What

a

way

to

go

out!

Cathy is a gracious class act. Un
Cathy's leadership, the School is
undergoing the phenomenal activ
ity and dynamic growth of a power
house. And while I no longer have
the energy to keep pace, I have the
pride of place first instilled within me

der

as a

student...

...The
more

to

day has been made ever
special by each of you coming

be with

me

and share in this cel

ebration. As I said this

have

afternoon, you

the

privilege of work
ing with and learning from each of
you and the incredible gift of profes
sional camaraderie and of friendship.
given

me

Thank you,
friends. ®

one

and all, my dear

Jenifer Vahey, Varney's Midwifery Study Question Book,

©2002: Jones and Bartlett Publishers,

Celebrating the Contributions
Academic Midwifery

On

April 29-30, 2004,

hosted

YSN

than 170

partici
pants at a 2-day symposium
to mark Helen Varney Burst's retire
ment. Entitled "Celebrating the Con
tributions of Academic Midwifery,"
the symposium featured presenta
tions by the country's most influen
tial leaders in the field of midwifery.
more

School of

Sudbury, MA

of

Nurse-Midwifery," and,

"the African American Midwife dur

ing

Antebellum

Slavery," respectively.

Helen had the last word and her
remarks follow.

Professor at the

/ can't begin to tell you how excited 1
coming into this Symposium. I have
eagerly anticipated this day since Dean
Gilliss and I first discussed it in mid-Sep
tember last year. It was during this con

and at the

versation that

and

that this would be

Leah Albers, CNM, DrPH, FACNM,

College of Nursing
Department of Obstetrics
Gynocology at University of

New Mexico Health Services Center,

presented Ob/Gyn Grand Rounds to
the Yale community and symposium
participants on Thursday. On Friday,
speakers discussed the contributions
of academic midwifery in practice, in
curriculum, in International Midwife
ry and Safe Motherhood and in clini
cal research. Helen's former students
Lucinda
'03

Canty

presented

'94 and

Tracy

Webber

was

celebrating
midwifery.

up with the idea
national symposium

we came
a

the contributions

of academic

It was then a matter of identifying
categories of contributions made by
academic midivifery. Academic midwifery
actually encompasses all components of
midwifery: practice, curriculum, research
and scholarship, and concern for the

the

lives and health

care

of all

-women

in the

world. Embedded in these components

are

their historical research

in "The Graduates of the

Tuskegee
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themes

criti

of political and policy savin/,

in

how; and

we

a

committed adherence to

our

are of absolute necessity involved
policy and legislation. So in a nutshell

dents

cal business and administrative know-

don't have the schism

in

so common

philosophical beliefs and values.
Too often there is a schism behveen
academics and practitioners in the
professions. I believe that is not true
in our world of nurse-midwifery and
midwifery. I think we understand deeply
that without academic midwifery and
the education of midwifery practitioners

professions because academics are
practitioners, practitioners are invested

within that construct, there would be

We

basic

no

profession. Nana/ Reedy spoke eloquently
about this.
We also knmv that without prac
teaching, educa

titioners invested in

tion programs could not
the numbers of students
academic

begin
we

midwifery could

contributions that

we

to have

have and

not make the

celebrated in this

This is the

importance of
the concept that the practice role includes
clinical teaching and precepting. We have
a
tioo-way street: academics who practice
and practitioners who teach. They also

Symposium.

collaborate

for

the

This
what

Lisa Kane Low described

as

Midwifery

Business Institute.

two-way

street and collaboration is

keeps

together.

us

To this bond

scholarship.

we

add research and

Note that I

words research and

use

both

scholarship.

of the
I

con

scholarship to be the broader term
and while it always encompasses some
form of research, it is not the same as that
research that gives us evidence-based
practice. For example, writing a text
book is a form of scholarship. Wliile the
-writing will involve the research for and
sider

other

in academics, and all

scholarship, policy,
It is critical to

continue to be

so

of us

and
our

are

surznval that

supportive of each

and involved with the work

we

practice, education, research,
can never

involved in

legislation.

rest

on our

zoe

other

do in

and

polia/.

laurels and

must always watch our flanks. We
recently were reminded yet once again
of these necessities when the New York
we

Times

ran a

claimed

on

deadline and story that pro
top of the front page of the

the

Metro Section

the, "Use ofMidwives,

have done this.

to the

contrary. Wliat is it with the New

of mine

in

where 1

was a

midwifery?1.?
replete with discour
aging as well as uplifting moments and
periods of time. Throughout, however, we
have continued to grow and expand in
numbers of babies birthed into the hands
of a midwife per year, from 0.6% to 10%;
in scope of practice, from the maternity
cycle only to the primary health care of
zuomen
from puberty through senescence
including the maternity cycle; in num
bers ofCNMs and CAIs, now totaling
Our

10,160

history

ever

is

Certified; in the number of

square feet in our ever expanding Na
tional Office of the American College

Nurse-midwives have

member

academics, the involvement

of practitioners in the conduct of research
is another tie that binds
Not

us

together.

only is practice changed by

evidence-based research but research is
used to prove

our

effectiveness

with

dif

ferent populations and to influence policy
and legislation. Policy and legislation
also affects our practice and the access of
women to what we have to offer. And all
of us, academics, practitioners, and stu

10
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of the ACNM.

We must also continue to stand

research in

are

"

Childbirth Phenomenon, Fades in
the City," and had no interest in evidence

use of evidence-based research, the work
itself does not produce new evidence.

searchers

talking about students. I have been so
privileged to have been in the position
of teaching students for 41 years. As I
wrote for a recent keynote speech to cel
ebrate the 10th anniversary of the On
tario Midwifery Programme at Ryerson
University in Toronto, Canada: "An
effective clinical teacher first must have
a love
of students as well as the practice
of midwifery, and approach a student
with respect and positive reinforcement.
An effective clinical teacher has a desire
to share with students not only the
knowledge and skills of the profession
but also the art of midwifery and the joy
of clinical practice. 1 like to think that I

a

York Times and

for

the

highest of principles, promote the
midwifery hallmarks of quality care for
all

and neioborns, and always
"Listen to Women." The speakers and
women

moderators yesterday, today, and this
evening exemplify these characteristics. I
want to thank each of you for
coming, for
sharing your expertise and wisdom, and
for being our mentors. You have made it a
true and memorable celebration that

ceeded

even

my excited

expectations.

ex

possible to speak
midwifery without

it is not

Once

ofNurse-Midwives (ACNM); and in
ACNM membership numbers, currently
around 7,000 and totaling over 9,000
since the ACNM was founded in 1955. It
helps to have my perspective as the 401st

always based their
practice and involved prac
titioners in the conduct of the research.
As most, although not all, midwifery re

Finally,

about academic

Would all those who

were

students

Mississippi, please stand.
Please remain standing. Now all those
who were students of mine in South
Carolina, please stand.Please remain
standing. Now all those who were or
are students of mine from Yale,
please
stand. Please remain standing. And
now, all those who taught with me ei
ther in Mississippi, South Carolina, or
Yale, please stand. Please remain stand
ing. And now, all those on faculties of
nurse-midwifery education programs
curriculum consultant

to your program at that

stand. And

finally,

time, please

all those with whom

I have worked in the American
College
of Nurse-Midwives, please stand.
The room is full of standing people.
Wlint an incredible gift of professional
camaraderie and friendship you have
given me, and what a privilege it has
been for me to work with and learn
from
each of you. Thank you. ^

Helen Varney Burst
April 30, 2004

'63

Helen

Varney

Chair in

Midwifery
leader in

^ooloX

to

midwifery

and contribute

the advancement of the

not

only

at

Yale, but also

profession

at

the

na

tional and international levels.

Second, for the Yale School of

Nursing, it reflects a commitment to
the midwifery program at the School.
The second oldest existing Masters

"" h Kd

its commitment to

Affirming

midwifery education, YSN is
embarking on a campaign to

raise $2.5 million to establish the Hel

Varney Chair in Midwifery. The
Varney Chair is significant in three
important ways.

en

program in the nation, it attracts
among the best and brightest in the
nation. It is the School's

largest en
rollment of all program specialties.
Yale's curriculum is rigorous and pre
pares students in practice, policy and
research. Yale midwives make signifi
cant contributions to the profession as
leaders and innovators.

First, the establishment of the

Varney Chair
portant

Yale makes

statement for

As the first

wifery

at

the

University

located in

a

an

im

profession.

Chair in mid

world-renowned

academic and research institution, it
reinforces the professional commit
ment and academic preparation of
professional midwifery. The faculty
member holding this post will be a

Finally, this new faculty position
patient care. The position

will affect

will be used to

promote innovations

Varney Burst's contribu
midwifery practice, educa
tion, and scholarship are unprec
edented. Recognizing her contribu
tions in establishing an endowed
chair at Yale is fitting tribute. She
Helen

tions to

has touched

so

many lives, students,
educators and

colleagues, patients,
policy makers.

We invite you to be

a

part of this

important milestone in
of midwifery education, by

historic and

the future

making
in

a

tax

deductible contribution

support of the Helen Varney Chair

Midwifery. For more information,
please contact Lisa Hottin, Director
of Development, Yale School of Nurs
ing, P.O. Box 9740, New Haven, CT
in

06536-0740. Or call 203-785-7920,

lisa.hottin(fi\ale.edu.

or

^

practice, education, research and
policy with the goal of improving the
in

health

care

The Helen

of

women

and children.

Chair in Midwiferv
underscores YSN's mission of "better

Varney

health for all

Sybil Palmer Bellos

people."

Lecture 2004
Connecticut

Attorney

General

Richard Blumenthal was invited to
give the 2004 Sybil Palmer Bellos
Lecture. Mr. Blumenthal

spoke

on

"Health Care Issues in Connecti
cut." He was first elected to serve
as

Connecticut's 23rd

Attorney

General in 1990, re-elected in 1994
and 1998, and then re-elected to
an

unprecedented fourth

term in

2002. Since his first term, Attorney
General Blumenthal has been a

tireless advocate for consumers,

the environment, our children and
the civil rights of Connecticut's
citizens.
'i0N

He is

pictured here with

Dean

Gilliss.
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Yale Grand Rounds
'

Featured at AACN
Annual

Meeting

-

Speaking of Nursing... Narratives
of Practice, Research, Policy and
the Profession

nriching the learning oppor| tunities offered at this year's
J American Association of Crit
ical-Care Nurses

Training

into

(AACN) Nurse
(NTI) is the addi

study
recipients of care, if you will, or the
participants in care, -which is a hallmark
of YSN. It's probably the hardest kind
of research to do. Big data set research
is a piece of cake compared to the kind
of research that Tish (Knobf), Margaret
(Grey), or Kathy Kuafl do.
the

Rounds,

sponsored by YSN.
Titled "Technology Assessment
for the Clinician and Researcher,"
this session was led by YSN pro

Marjorie Funk '84 and YSN
faculty Denise Buonocore
'92. They provided a framework
for assessing medical technology,
which is so ingrained in today's
healthcare settings, both traditional
fessor

clinical

Health services research, which is
1 am particularly interested in, is
nursing, but is becoming increas
ingly important in the clinical setting.
Nursing has a vital role to play in health
services research because we're the only
people that know how health service de
livery really works.
an area
new

and nontraditional.

The information is
to

advanced

practice

targeted

nurses,

staff

managers and re
searchers interested in studying the
nurses, nurse

appropriate use of tech
nology, and evaluating devices for
adoption in clinical practice.
"Clinically relevant research
is thriving among Yale's faculty
and students," explains Catherine
L. Gilliss. "By presenting this first
safe and

Yale Grand Rounds, we show our
support of AACN's goal of achiev

ing

evidence-based

practice and
respected

contribute to the NTI's

educational program.

fort) years she
speaking of nursing,
"out loud and in print." Donna
Diers, in her latest book, Speaking of
Nursing. ..Narratives of Practice, Re
search, Policy and the Profession has
compiled a rich collection of mostly
unpublished work, speeches given as
early as 1972 to as recent as 2002. Her
writings are organized around four
topics: Clinical Nursing Research,
Advanced Practice Nursing, Nursing
Policy and Leadership, and Writing
Nursing.
more

than

For

has been

In

a

interview, Donna talk

recent

ed about the book,
In the section

on

nursing

Clinical

and YSN.

Nursing

Research, you talk about the
search of the worker

search

on

versus

the work of

re

the

nursing.

re

Can

you comment?

Virginia Henderson pointed out to us
long ago that the focus must be on study
ing the work rather than the workers. At
YSN,

-we

really have

not been seduced
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in

common thread
throughout
"Speaking of Nursing" finds you
"pushing the envelope" on a num
ber of nursing issues ie: clinical
nursing research, the advanced
practice nursing movement, policy
and leadership, even writing... As

A

a

result, you have contributed

shaping

nurse's

political

and

to

profes

sional voice. Do you think it is im
portant that nurses have a political
voice? If so, how do

we

develop

it?

Absolutely. We must connect to our
public and to our elected officials for our
parochial agendas, but also for our ability
to witness for those we take care of. It's
our
obligation. 1 developed that later in
the Narrative Matters
speech. But 1 really
do believe the incredible
privilege that
we are
given when -we are nurses, to be
with people in some of the most vulner
able circumstances, confers an
obligation
to translate that into to

improving

the

system.
In one of my speeches in the section
Nursing, Policy and Leadership I
point out the language of policy makers
is the language of persuasion. Nurses

on

12

the -workers, which doesn't

at YSN. And it's still there. We

Institute

tion of the first Yale Grand

studying

go very far. 1 think that has been a re
markable constancy for a long time here

can
affect policy, using data to persuade
policy makers or the administration. Us
ing data to speak to the policy issues of
an institution is a
powerful, persuasive
tool. Science gives you is a whole set of

tools to make credible arguments. A "lib
preparation gives you a sense of the

eral"

context

The

of care.

knowledge of nursing
contributes to how the practice zoorks.
And practice always is in a context. The
context is always policy and politics and
that always is often is best confronted
with science. It is all just one big Venn
Diagram.
Your

sense

of humor is

many of your
tant that your
fun?

apparent in

speeches. Is it impor
presentations are also

the

pressing at

are some

ing anything with nursing because it's
"-woman's" profession. I just find that
very strange. Then there is the example
of one of our faculty's wonderful research
getting mentioned in a publication for
general consumption like the Yale Bul
letin & Calendar the Yale Alumni

Magazine

and she's not

nurse! The

problem

identified as

a

somebody who's on a deadline. They just
can 'I do it. They can 't spend the time to
think it through. They've got this story
to do and that

one

too and

they've got

to

this around asap. In order to have
them tell our story, we need to under
turn

stand how to communicate with them.
What else would you like our Yale
Nurse readers to know about your
book?

nursing's, it's
society's. And that's what I'm trying to
do in many of the speeches, to help nurses
get over "oppressed-group" mentality
which doesn't get us anywhere. Instead,
we need to try to think
through how ice

book grew out of Yale and, thus, the book
is, in some sense, a history of ideas in

communicate

nurses

is not

effectively.

We also have to make

But 1 don't know that I could

so.

time. There

a

journalists.
/ think

same

anecdotes in the book about the feminist
community who just cannot imagine do

It

have such

we

fiends with
to me why

finally occurred
a

problem

with

journalists

l\W/, / think

YSN's

a

history

good

deal

of -what's in the

that I've lived these last

40 odd years. It's the kind

might keep

on

of book that

their shelves and

pull from time to time when they need
an inspiration or they have a speech they
have to give, or something. ...oh, yes, and
"buy the book. ^
"

speak -without doing that. I mean it's just
the way I was brought up. There are all
kinds of tricks to public speaking that

up nursing. It's that we're
hard to write about. It's too hard for

not
so

scooping

make it easier to hear, and easier to do,
and easier to engage the audience and
humor is one of those tricks, but it's also

just who

I

am

and it

conies

out. I can't

stop.
Would you say the nursing school
a rich history in developing

Excerpts from "Speaking of Nursing..."

has

leaders?

nurse

really am a very shy and private person. But given a chance to talk about nursing
public, I'm out there. That was what I had to train myself to do when I became
a Dean so
young and in such an interesting time in nursing and health policy and
politics....! came to develop a writing and speaking style that are indistinguishable.
I write as I speak and speak as I write. That gives me an odd presence in committee
meetings and teaching."
"I

in

Oh my yes, including people whose work
has been absolutely fabulous but who

necessarily the names that leap
necessarily that they
published or that they have become di
rectors of nursing or whatever, but they
have done just incredible work out there.
aren't

mind. It isn't

to

We've

featured

a

lot

Nurse. But, there's

of them

just

in Yale

lots and lots and

lots

of them. The GEPN program surely
attracts those kinds of people. But before
we

had

tracted

a

"fueled"
Is it
a

GEPN program,

people who

came

we

still at

to Yale who

to go out there and do

important

for

nursing

"Since the
sonal

were

stuff.

an

one-on-one

human encounter that is

experience for the

nurse

and for the

nursing care is so private and per
patient, we should not be surprised

so
difficult to talk or write about. We have an investment in continuing to
perceived as nice, yet we have a competing investment in telling the world that
nursing is much harder and more complicated than that. We want to share our
triumphs, but to do so would be to invade the patient's privacy, so intimate is good
nursing. Yet we must do all of that for it is sharing reports of nursing practice that
makes us all comrades in arms despite divisions of place or work, specialty, gender,
degrees, geography or belief."

that it is

be

to create

"voice?"
"A school

tricky thing about
nursing is the tricky thing about nurs
ing. That is, the general public doesu 't
It

seems

to

me

that the

ues

of nursing exists in a place like Yale to link the University's academic val
public interest, just as nursing applies the abstractions and discoveries of
to the problems of people."

to the

science

understand it and doesn't want to under
stand it. I

find

that

fascinating and

de
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Former

Nursing School

Dean Florence

Wald Named "A Connecticut Treasure'
fessionals that founded the first hos
in this country, the Connecticut

pice
Hospice
as a

in Branford. She continued

research associate and member

of the clinical

g?i*

■

-

faculty

at

YSN and

was

promoted to Professor in 1980.
In preparation for opening the
first hospice, Wald worked with dy
ing patients

and their families in

Hospital and
Christopher's Hospice outside

Yale-New Haven
don.
*»vr

During this

about the

at

St.

Lon

work of

nursing,

When the

Lieutenant

presented

Jodi Rell

"The Connecticut

Treasure Award" to former Yale

School of

Nursing

Dean Florence

Wald '41, founder of the American

Hospice Movement,
April 19th.

at

the School

that

same

Florence with the World

War II Victory Medal awarded to

those who served in WWII.
Wald left her position as Dean in
1%8 to join a team of health care pro

14
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on

the prepara

Directors

planning of Wald and her
colleagues. She has continued her
work developing the concept of
hospice in this country, and, for the
last several

years,

has worked with

other

colleagues to develop hospice
programs for prisoners and their
A native of New York

received her B.A. in

sociology

from Mt.

City,

Wald

AYA

Delegates

physiology and
Holyoke College,

and her M.N. and M.S. from Yale

a

ceremony,
Connecticut's Commissioner for
Veteran's Affairs Linda Schwartz '84

presented

received rested

families.

the lives of those less fortunate in
statement. At

Treasurer

tion and

are

the unsung heroes of our state, the
people who have helped to improve
their communities," Rell said in

care

on

"The Connecticut Treasure
Award honors individuals who

interdisciplinary team
Hospice accepted
patients in 1974, much of the

Secretary

the Connecticut

its first

Governor

Vice President

time she learned

integrated

medicine, social work, pastoral care,
the arts, and volunteers in providing
total care for the terminally ill.
at

President

University.
numerous

title
can

Wald is the

recipient

of

awards, among them the

Student

Representative

"Living Legend" by the Ameri
Academy of Nursing, as well

induction

into

the American Nurses

Association Hall of Fame, The Na

tional Women's Hall of Fame, and the
Connecticut Hall of Fame.

^

Ex-Officio

Association

of Yale Alumni (AYA)

The Yale Career Network
Yale

JcffBrenzel,

College

Va.e Ciie<sr N«tw

75

Yale'

Executive Director, AYA

theme that

One

and

we

hear

at alumni

over

alumni

over

gather

another expert

is the

strength and
depth of friendships and relation
ships made at Yale. These personal
ings

connections

are one

as

for

looking

students

as

The Vale Career Network

well

young
alumni in need of ca
reer

of Yale's most

advice.

The

Yale

new

enduring resources for alumni. In the
AYA's continuing effort to help sus
tain these connections through better

searchable database

communication with

volunteered to be

alumni,

devoted great efforts toward
ing online services.

we

have

expand

readily available, developed

and launched the Online Alumni

students in

the AYA is
a new

career
now

related

proud

to

we

Undergradu

can

at

of their

online services partner. It was
important to us from the outset that

can

are

our

service that facilitated
in the broadest

programs

are

mentoring

or

sense.

able

we

are

program needed

particular

develop

career

field

or

key to its success is for alum
ni to join the network. Alumni can
now
log on to the Yale Career Net

The

valu
a

a

new career

to serve

www.aya.yale.edu/ career. A
simple Profile Wizard will walk you
through the process of filling out a
profile consisting of detailed informa
tion about current and previous pro
fessional experience, career interests,
and other networking preferences.
The more detail you can provide,
work at

a

etc. to connect on

equal footing.

careers

changes or simply
peers to exchange tips,

career

The

networking for alumni
looking for colleagues, part

investors,

alumni. Alumni who

seek advice.

career

for all alumni. There is

ners,

explore

more

networking

geared towards career
advising, which may be

more

interact with

well established in their

ments in a

need for peer

who

pursuits

levels. Stu

Many

wanted to create

resource

career

career

discuss recent trends and

a

80% of where the need is.
But

all

guidance. Young
those in the early stages

engage with

than

We wanted

t

valu

careers can

experienced

just career mentoring.

a

dents will be able to consult alumni
alumni and

career

more

be

for advice and

professional schools,
develop our own

the program be useful for

Networking is for

will the Yale Career Network be available?

across

able tool to assist in

program in collabora
tion with Harris Internet Services,
online

to cpore career crLsngM

cc

the Yale Career

Career Services, the Graduate

decided to

I,

including industry,
job function, company
name, or job title.

for alumni

School and the

j

and who have

number of fields,

Network

online service, the Yale Career

In consultation with

the Yale Career

alumni. The Network

resources,
announce

Network.
ate

i

a

expressed an interest in
networking with other

a

Directory. In response to considerable
interest expressed by alumni and

a

of alumni who have

offers searches

on

line toolkits for Class and Club lead
ers,

Career Network is

resource

In recent years, we've redesigned
the AYA web site to make information
more

v.4f- "'"\

or

experienced

the

more

likely

that those with the

interests will be able to

same career

find and interact with you. The more
log on, the more valu

alumni who

able the network will be.

plan to launch the program
phases. Beginning in May,
alumni will be able to log on and cre
ate profiles. Once we have attained a
critical mass of alumni profiles in the
We

in two

system,

we

will open up the Search
in mid-June.

engine capability
I
new

hope

that alumni will find this

online service

to

be

a

welcome

and useful addition to their

repertoire

of Yale connections. I encourage ev
eryone to log on to YaleCN to fill out
a

profile

and start

networking

today.
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ship

Alumna Profile
Catherine Strachan

Liudeuberg
r.

Di
School of

ton

is

Nursing

experience?

and Child Nurs

Studying at

Yale zoith such

ing at Univer
sity of Washing

researchers and leaders in the

of Family

Masters

was

the
in

degree

and Public Health from Yale

in 1971. She received

the first person from YSN
in Nursing and

joint degree

Public Health in 1971. Can you de

Western Reserve in 1969, and

joint

a

scribe that

Nursing. She received
Nursing from Case

earn a

were

to earn

fessor, Depart

her Bachelors in
first to

You

Associate Pro

ment

.v\s

'71

Cathy

I Linden-

berg

a

Dr.PH at

Johns

Hopkins University in 1985. Dr. Lindenberg served as Director of Faculty
Research and Development at the
University of Massachusetts in Bos

outstanding
fields of

nursing and public health zoas a heady
experience. I remember reading about
Margaret Arusteiu's zoork in interna
tional public health and zoas so grateful to
enroll at YSN during her tenure as Dean.
Donna Diers is another leader that 1

fortunate

to know

attending a

as a

seminar

zoas

student. I recall

on

international

lic health in Latin America. She has

George Silvers, a leader in
'irginia Henderson zoas
another presence at Yale during my years
there. Wliat an unusual opportunity for
a student to learn from such
leadership!
Everyone zoas so open and so approach
able ami treated students like colleagues.
This is truly unique among academic

worked in 14 countries and has been

institutions.

ton, and

as

Chair of the Division of

Women & Children

at Emory School
Nursing. She spent more than 15
years working in international pub

of

involved in

numerous

throughout

Latin America.
in

Costa Rica.

were

born in Costa Rica where

your father was a missionary and
your mother active in the commu

Public Health. \

How did growing up in Costa
Rica influence your career?

In 1995, you

the

Principal
Investigator on a project which
adapted Stephen Covey's, The Seven
Habits of Highly Effective People to
use with
young, high-risk, low-in
come inner city
Hispanic and Afri
were

can-American

women.

What did you

First, I should emphasize that my role has
been

"

one

is most

successful

are

1 think zohat

collaborations of

stakeholders in any initiative. 1 bring
these groups together to focus on prob

Costa Rica, and married my mother. Our
family placed a great deal of emphasis

zoith young adults, 1 mean
teenagers,
parents and problem solvers from various

on

the third

of a "promoter.

generation of missionaries.
My grandfather zoas a Presbyterian evan
gelist and began his zoork in Argentina.
A h/ father continued his zoork, moving to
am

education.

went

on

to

Of my six siblings, three

cam

their Doctoral

degrees

and three have their A Listers. I earned

a

scholarship from Case Western Reserve
to their nursing program, where I earned
my Bachelors in Nursing in 1969. 1 went
on

to

earn

my Masters

from Yale in 7977.

/ always knew I wanted to return to

Costa Rica and zoork -with the
here.
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program

zoas

unusual because it

zoas a

prevention intervention and not treat
ment. It began zoith grass roots involve
ment, listening to and engaging people
within the community. It effectively
linked the private zoith the public sector,
and involved people of many disciplines,
institutions and ethnicities.
Your work has

expanded

to

an

inter

national focus with the Teen Smart

learn from that initiative?

nity.

/

People. The project zoas con
ducted collaboratively zoith six institu
tions in Atlanta and Southern California,
including Emory, Mercy Health Care of
Saint Joseph Hospital Corporation, the
Grady Health Care System, the Univer
sity of California/Irvine Medical Center
mid School of Medicine, and the Orange
County, CA Department of Health. The
habits zohich zoe adapted for use zoith
young, high-risk female population in
cluded being proactive, taking control
and responsibility for one's life, clarifying
-values and setting goals, developing win
ning strategies for improving relation
ships, developing organizational and time
management skills, and promoting physi
cal, mental and spiritual health through
good daily habits. This experimental

International Service Demonstration

projects

Yale Nurse spoke with Cathy
Lindenberg by phone at her home

You

health zoith

education,

service delivery, and research

Highly-

Center's Seven Habits of

Effective

community

lems and issues, and
solutions.

By

identify potential

stakeholders in my zoork

disciplines such as nursing, social zoork,
community agencies, and medicine.
While at Emory University School of
Nursing, I zoas able to put together fund
ing, including a grant by the Hershey
Foundation, to develop a multi-institu
tional, multidisciplinary project -which
employed the motivational and proactive
principles identified in the Covey Leader

Project. Can you
program?

describe this

new

est

Teen Smart

targets adolescents betzoeen

the ages of 13 and 21 and focuses on 6
risky behaviors: alcohol and other drugs,

cigarettes, reproductive

health risks, in

tentional and non-intentional accidents,
sedentary lifestyles, and malnutrition
and

obesity. The project promotes posi
decision-making and self-care related
to the identified six
risky behaviors. We
incorporate the Seven Habits, zohich
reinforce the concept of "choice" and deci
sion-making. We are currently -working
zoith teens in
Nicaragua and Guatemala.
The program has been
fully integrated
into the 9"' grade civics curriculum in
Nicaragua, zoith student leaders train
ing the teachers. We hope to expand the
program similarly zoith the school curtive

ricitlums in Guatemala. Teen Smart has a
web-based interactive program zohich, in
May of this year, zoill be bilingual, mak

ing it available to both Spanish and Eng
lish-speaking adolescents. What makes

this project unique is that it is a "life- en
hancing" program for teenagers.

community health
ing

You

participate on the University
of Washington's Special Committee
on
Minority Faculty Affairs. In light
of the crisis we currently face with
a
shrinking pool of qualified nurs
ing faculty, what are your thoughts
regarding encouraging minority stu
dents to enroll in nursing programs,
and more specifically directing them
into a research or faculty track?

care

agency. Fifty

teens have enrolled in the program seek

their LPN zoith the

to

goal

continue

for their RN. The program has
expanded to include a consortium of 22
to go

on

hospitals,

schools and clinics

Seattle and is

in

funded through

greater

state

grants and through hospital support.

real

a

problem

zoith

tion. We need to increase
this

no

our

easy solu
efforts in

YSN's program zoith Hozoard
University is a zoouderful example of
area.

mentoring young minority nurses into
research. The key is to start early, target
ing middle school and high school stu
dents. At University of Washington, our
nursing students volunteered at a local
high school's teen health clinic, teaching
in sessions in a 9"' grade health educa
tion class and serving as role models
for students. An outcome of this project
involved the participation of students
from Cleveland High School in Seattle in
the first-ever bilingual nursing assistant
program at a nearby community college
through an arrangement I facilitated zoith
the high school and SeaA lar, a Latino

A Note On

Class

Agents

How did your

influence

experience at YSN
your professional career?
at YSN

My experience

zoas

experienced.

faculty at YSN believed
mid their potential con

tributions to the
zoas

1 have

The

in the students

encouraged

future. Wliile

at

to believe in my

to listen to others and to be

Yale, I
talents,

confident in

my decisions. 1 feel that my education
at YSN has helped to clarify my -values,

strengthen

confidence in my abilities,

my

and allowed

to open up to nezo ideas
and possibilities. I do not consider myself
a

me

leader in the

leaders such

sense

as

of the great

Donna Diers,

nurse

Margaret

Arnstein, or Virginia Henderson. But
in my zoork, I have provided a -vision
and

diverse groups
to zoork to improve their commu

successfully brought

together

nities and their lives. YSN
-well for this.

prepared

Each

year, in

me

^

a

Alumnae/ i Affairs, discussed the role

responsibilities of Class Agents,
questions and solicited

and

answered

ideas. Recommended by their class

Agents are volunteers
representing their particular special
ties following graduation.
It is a pleasure to meet these
about-to-be alums. They are usually
mates, Class

both exhausted and excited. Thev

are

in the final

also

stage of thesis,

Alumnae/i

Association Board Retreat

about

guests

day

met in

September for a twostrategic plan
during the next 2-3

retreat to create a

for the Board

years. The Board identified areas in
which to focus including Recruit
ment &

Placement, Networking &

Outreach, University Relations, and
Board

Development.

Pictured here

in front of Betts House, which is

home

to Yale's Center for

of Globalization,

are:

the

(front

Study

row,

left

Cohen '92, Nina
Adams '77, Catherine Gilliss, Susan Langerman '99, Jean O'Brien Butler
'50. Second Row: Gretta Styles '54, Mary Colwell '50, Elaine Gustafson '86,
Bonnie Baloga-Altieri '89. Third Row: Mary Bartlett '00, Linda Pellico '89,
Donna Boehm 95'. Top row: Anne Cooper '05 (Student Rep.), Sally Richards
to

right) Alyson

'97, Ramon Lavandero '79, Jan Davey '76, and Carol Ann Wetmore '94.

they

beginning their professional
complex feelings

lives and full of

about their intense years at YSN.
We are pleased to announce the

Agents:

Shannon Martin

Adult Advanced Practice

The 2003/2004 Board of the YSN
Alumnae/i Association and invited

as

wrap up their clinical and classroom
work. They are eager and nervous

Class of 2004 Class

YSN

the late spring,

meeting with those
graduating students who
will be that year's Class Agents. On
April 22, this year, Nina Adams,
Chairperson of Class Agents and Lisa
Hottin, Director of Development &
there is

different

from any other academic program
This is

Development

Nursing

Janet Rimm

Psychiatric

Mental Health

Carr & Rebecca

Rory

Fry

Adult, Family, Gerontological and
Women's Health Primary Care
Suzanne Moser

Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
TBD

Midwifery
This year,

report that

we are

our

pleased

to

doctoral alumni

con-

stitutencv will have their first Class

Agent. Ying

Xue will stay in touch

with her
2004

colleagues from the Class of
and keep them updated on the

latest

news

from ^\ SN.

Yale Nurse
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Ideas From New Class

these

new

Class

Agents

Agents

observed

that, after the welcoming Alumni
Association pizza party when they
arrived at YSN, they

rarely

hear from

think about YSN alumnae/i. But
they also realized that alumnae/i are

or

rich

resources

of information and

contacts, and

forging alumnae/i

tionships are

critical for students

rela

(e.g.
precepting leads, thesis topics, job
possibilities). Thev concluded that a
more solid relationship between the

Congratulations
Particular congratulations
go

The
and thanks

the YSN Class of 2004, whose
has begun with a flour

to

participation

ish. Most of the

graduating students
making a pledge
to the Alumnae/i Fund, payable over
five years, with a goal of 100'/;. par
ticipation!!!!
of 2004

already

are

Dear Friends and

years

pass

quickly,

but each

brings a dynamic group of YSN grads
and bring all YSN alums pride and
pleasure. Good luck to the Class
of 2004 and best wishes to all YSN

grads. ^

Colleagues,

alumnae/i and students should be
I work with and contribute to the YSN Annual Fund because it is

built earlier.

They suggested

that Class

be selected while at YSN,

their first

Agents

during

year; that they
communicate with their fellow stu

source

read

some

alumnae/i activities; that

there be alumni-student interaction

through meetings and networking
throughout the student years.

we

look

suggestions will be
during the coming year and
forward to reporting on their

progress.

Agent

Do?

growing the YSN
Alumnae/i Fund is a major task for
Class Agents. They work closely with
the staff and with the Chairperson of
Representing

School and

to

of YSN

understand the

impor

Alumnae/i Fund.

They continue their own relation
ships to their classmates communicat
ing with their classmates throughout
the year. Class Agents are also the
direct link between their class and

continuing

their

own

relation

ships with classmates through notes,
by personalizing YSN annual fund
requests, through thank vou notes for
gifts and, sometimes, through phone
Many class agents may get ac
tively involved with their reunion
planning and in some cases, help to
produce Class newsletters.
calls.

"I

This

am a

final year student in the Family Nurse Practitioner Program at Yale.
of the students who received a much-needed scholar

semester I was one

from Yale School of

Nursing Alumnae/i Fund. I wanted to let you and
organization know how much I appreciate your generosity. This scholar
ship contributes greatly to my ability to achieve this wonderful bounty of re
ceiving an education at YSN. Thanks so much for your support and interest."

ship

"Thank you
As of this

and most

again

Yale Nurse

Spring

2004

for

vour

generosity

—

it

means a

great deal

to me."

writing, 43% of our alumnae/ i have made a gift. The School and I,
important, the students thank you. However, as I read the 22 letters

from these students, I wondered about those of our alumnae/i who have not
advantage of this wonderful opportunity for giving back.

taken

I recognize that not everyone is in a position to make a substantial
gift this
year. But I do believe, and from my conversations with fellow alumnae/i it is
confirmed, that most of us can make some gift. Our goal is participation. Last
year, 51% of our alumnae/i made a gift to the Alumnae/i Fund. As we continue
to lead all other professional schools at Yale in
participation, our alumnae/i are
recognized time and again for this extraordinary effort.
Your gift is important. It not
only provides desperately needed financial
support, but it sends a signal to our students that YSN alumnae/i care and sup
port them. If you have not made your gift yet this year, I hope you will do so
today.

With thanks,
Nina Adams, Chair
PS. If you still have your contribution card, send it in
800-395-7646 or visit Yale's secure website at

you're online, check

18

few

essential

and

the YSN Alumnae/i Fund to engage
alumnae/i in the activities of the

YSN,

a

an

Nursing. Just

your

What Does A Class

tance

from

the Yale School of

"As a recipient of an Alumnae/i scholarship, I would like to thank you and
all of the members for your generosity. I have truly enjoyed my experience at
YSN, though am looking forward to graduation in May! Thank you for helping
me make this education possible."

All these
on

notes

scholarships at
of the recipients:

specialty

dents about

acted

of the funds for student

out

the school's website

today.

You

can

also call

www.yale.edu/give. And
at

while

www.nursing.yale.edu/

.

Creative

Writing Award

Alumnae/i Step Up

to

the Plate for Creative

Writing

that creative non-fiction is an important
field of endeavor. It is not enough just to

knozo zolmt

zoe

know, but

year, a special request was
sent to former GEPN students

asking

for their support of
Writing Award.

the YSN Creative

Alumnae/i proved again to be gener
ous in their
support. Many wonderful

good wishes accompanied
their gifts. We would like to reprint
all of them, but the following note,
notes and

written to Linda

also need

a

zoay to communicate that knowledge to
others. For this reason, I'm delighted to

Award

you encouraging
this zoay.

see

This

zoe

Pellico, GEPN fac

and former director of the pro
gram, describes what many conveyed

ulty

in their letters...

nursing

students in

1 have sent my contribution to the

me

knozo if

there is

anything else 1 can do to help,
for giving me the oppor
tunity to participate in something that I
truly believe is zoorthzohile, not just for
the students, but also for the society as a

and thank you

zohole.

second annual Creative

The

Writing

I received your note about the plan
a creati've
-writing prize at

of Nursing

zoith

a

great

of interest. You probably don't
ber

too

well,

as

1

auditorium,

following a
gallery.
The Creative Writing Award
recognizes the creative effort of YSN
students and seeks to give greater vis
ibility to nursing. Judges Donna Dithe library

ers,

Suzanne Gordon, Linda Pellico,

event, and about the journey she has to
go through to learn the meaning of caring
-and some of her important role models
are nurses.

I'm

nozo

working on

my

sec

ond novel.
I remember Helen

Varney

Burst

encouraging me when 1 zoas in the
midwifery program, telling me that my
strength in zoriting zoas as important a
tool in my midwifery bag as any of my
clinical skills. I really appreciated that
encouragement,

and in my

case,

1

zoas

zoriting fiction as a zoay
to explore some of the difficult situations

drazon tozoards
that

zoe

face

as nurses,

but I also think

more

Nicole

Langan

Szejk

'06 for

"Right-Sided
'04 and Rebecca

Lesser '06 received Honorable Men
tion.

Nicole's award

reprinted

clinic, but

In

to

Smile." Carrie

of 1995

zoas

from Peiiguin/NAL.

given

Class

remem

the noz'el, I explore hozo the physician
copes zoith the aftermath of this tragic

gallery
reception in

her narrative entitled

several years as a nurse'-midwife, ami I
still zoork part-time in a family planning

out next year

was

program in the

Elizabeth Letts RN CNM

deal

now I'm
primarily a novelist.
My first novel, Quality of Care,
about an Ob/Gyn who loses a patient to
a rare obstetric
complication, is coming

14. The first award
a

this year's award. This year's award

just one of the
students passing through the three-year
program. I graduated zoith my degree in
nurse-midzoifery in 1995. I practiced for
me

held

than twenty-nine submissions for

to establish

Yale School

was

and Richard Selzer reviewed

Sincerely,

Linda,

Award Event

the Yale Center for British

Art on April
presented in

was

Dear

Writing

Award Presented

at

prize endowment through the develop
ment office, and am hoping to be able to
attend the event. Please let

First Creative

Congratulations to
YSN's Distinguished
Alumna for 2004
Stacey

B.

Young-McCaughan '89

RN, PhD, AOCN,

Colonel, U.S. Army Nurse Corps

on

the

winning entry
following page.

is

Smile

Right-Sided

Student News

"

"Heyheyheyheyheyheyheyhjeyheyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

t'm sorry that I didn't know what you wanted when you cried out to
With an aching, low voice
From

that

a room

got

And for the fact that I

few visitors that didn't
was so

up in

caught

wear

me

purple gloves

to fill in the intention behind

trying

Scholarship
Recipients

The words the stroke had taken

(Rushing, bumbling, tying strings to the
That I didn't
Hurt

so

see

your quite

gauzy blue precautions gown)
edematous hand that must have

obviously

much

a vein that had
given up and an arm too weak to do much about it
lay
throbbing and swelling in saturated defeat
for
hands
that
would
know
how
to
fix
it all. Waiting for me.
Waiting
And gloved and gowned and every inch regulation,! stepped into your room.
I wanted to help, but you see, I was too frantic.
All you needed was someone to come and help you use the bedpan. And as hard as I thought I was
listening, I had ears that
Absolutely did not know what your version of the words meant.
So I ripped off the gauzy blue gown that looked so official and left to call in your nurse, a real nurse,
Who I hoped could come in and make sense of "heyheyheyheyheyheyheyheyyyyyyy
betterthan

From

You

in

a

line into

a

cool room,

"

2003-2004
Thanks

to

the

generosity

of

alumnae/i and friends who made
a

gift

in 2002-2003,

dents received
YSN

a

twenty-two

scholarship

stu

from the

Alumnae/i Fund for this

aca

demic year:

me.

She could.
It took her all of four

And five to

see

your

seconds,

swelling hand, and

six to

pull

out the line, and

seven

to start to make you feel

better.

in

helped her,

of all that she could

awe

(Staccato

get from your slackened words

exclamations and broken

And took calm directions from her

on

how to

made whole in

thoughts

position

and

the

urgent eyes
her practiced hands)

how to hold back your

bedpan,

palsied

leg;
How to make my hands work.
You yelled at us "No
As she talked you

NO!

through

the

What must have been

an

Okay okay okay... .okay...."
catheterization and helped

awful pressure.
the nearer it all

gratitude

taking
And

me

to

ending.

Shannon Donofrio
Debra Harris

place.

Tara
was

that.

gave
of you. ..alone.

I made sure you were

me

to

get

back to

comfortable, adjusted the bed, did all the Good Nurse Things I could

think of,
And

gently put your

swollen hand upon

a

pillow thinking, God,

I'm

so

sorry; I

was so

stupid

not to

notice this before.
But alone in that sterile
You turned your

Kavanaugh

Jaime Knablin

my marching orders, gave you sweet parting words, and left

care

so

Laing

Ron Carr
came

right

And that

Coffin

Katherine Hutchinson

Arbaugh
Melissa Bergfeld

(Dignity.)
nurse

Abigail

Trisha
you to relieve

side of your face and both your eyes smiled calmly as
The gown was fixed up and the blankets pulled back to a comfortable

The

Ami Rebers

Nicole
no no

Your resistance turned to

The

Combs

Laura Bourdeanu

Dylan Barnes-Lotfi

Just like that.
I

Sheryl

room

drooping

where

no one came

eyes and looked at

me

in that didn't work

with

clarity

on

6-3,

Bonnie Martin
Kate Nero

Emily Slocum
Mei-Ling Smith
Janna Stephan
Raechelle Dow

and said "Thank you,

honey."
Thank you, honey. Out of nowhere.
nothing to give back to you that would have meant as much.
That you could lose most speech, all of your left side, and still be able to say that to
Me (who hadn't understood, who'd missed the infiltration) was more than I could
Believe. Or more than I could have believed before my first day on the floor.
I'm sorry that the only good stories that people seem to tell about this job are from the
wings with
New pink babies, full recoveries; clear speech and happy endings.
On our floor, the edges of things are blurry and the endings are always in question; but
try and tell

Jeffrey Edelman
Stephanie Schwartz

And I had

me

You

there
can

are no

finds the words; in

nurses

I learn

find them here all the time. You

But beautiful.

Nicole

from,

in the brilliance

trapped

in the

Daniele Avila
Nicole Strom

and

deepest gratitude,
long
hardly have to try.
The reward is in the things you don't expect to happen
Working in this place where basic is no longer basic
can

following students were awarded
scholarships from these funds:
Tudor/Rabinowitz Scholarship Fund

(In the comfort wrought from the hands of the
eyes of a stroke patient who
You

hours, and

right-sided smiles)

Maura

Murphy

Rebecca Fry
Class of 1937 Memorial
Fund

Jennifer Balukonis

Langan '06

lessica Chan
Erinne
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scholarship

miracles.

find them

suddenly

YSN holds 17 endowed

funds, established through the gener
osity of alumnae/i and friends. The

Spring

2004

Meenaghan

Scholarship

Carrie Miller

Jacqueline

Jessica Johnson

Fund

Albert Pennick

Scholarship

Fund

Scholarship

Ruth Landauer, Class of 1941

Ulrike Munch

Scholarship Fund
Kelley Hamill

Elizabeth Kurtz Puzak

Jennifer

Evelyn Krueger Jones,
Scholarship Fund

Scholarship

Tabitha Rossetter

Folan

Dorothy

Hartley

Scholarship

Fund

Sexton

Scholarship

Fund

Shannon Martin

Ruth Warren Pearson

Scholarship
for the

Fund

YSN is

Danielle Olivier

foundations and

John Roy

provided scholarship
following students:

Aaron

Spector
Nicole Langan

grateful

support of

organizations who
this year for the

MC Foundation

Krista Danneman

King, Jr. Scholarship

Fund

Rebekah Perks

Tonya

Yale Club of New Haven

Orientation & Social Events

Jaime Knablin

Diversity

Debra Taslein
Richard D. Frisbee III Foundation

Florence G. Blake

Tonya

Scholarship

Fund

Sanderson

Wilkinson-Rosner

Student & Alumni Affairs

Family Issues

Cornell

Sherry

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD

Teresa McCormack

Catherine Girard
Charles

2004/2005

Stephanie Johnson

Veronica Cauilan

Allison

SGO BOARD MEMBERS

Class of 1948

Melissa Hildebrandt

Carrier

Class of 1991 Reunion

Lynn

Advisor to the SGO.

Scholarship

Fund

tion (SGO) Officers and Committee
members. Frank Grosso, Assistant
Dean for Student Affairs, serves as

Lou Graham

Lara Libero
Ann Marie Gorham

Congratulations to YSN's new
Organiza

Student Government

Heather Gainer

Mary

Jennifer Birch

O. French

Jessica Pagano-Therrien

John

Community
Budget

and

Service

Fundraising

A. Hartford Foundation

Lisa Mondlick

Summer Armack

Suzanne Moser

John

Rachel Crescimanni

Wendy Cheng

Leah Hecht

Jennifer Balukonis

Kinabrew

Eleanor C. Wisser Memorial
Fund

Scholarship

Murphy

'04 Receives Marmor Foundation Award

Maria Stotts

Carrie

Annie & Albert Coffin

Scholarship

ent

J. Murphy '04

was

the

of The Leonard Marmor

recipi
Surgi

Fund

cal Arthritis Foundation Award for

Joyelle Vigue

Outstanding Graduating Nursing

Alexandra Moss

Student for 2004.

Abigail

Feinstein

The SI, 000 award is given to
student with

Scholarship

a

Fund

Christy Wright
Margaret Perry
Fund
Carrie

Murphy

Alison Doran

Pearce

Scholarship

a

graduating nursing

Arthur H. and Evanita Morse

Pictured with Carrie is YSN Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs Frank Grosso.

minimum GPA of 3.5 who is

an

outstanding student demonstrating
leadership capacity and a desire to
contribute to the nursing profes
sion. Carrie is the sixth recipient
of The Leonard Marmor
Surgical
Arthritis Foundation Award, given
to a ^ SN student since 1W.
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Faculty News

Staff Appointments
where he worked

Sheila McCreven has been hired
a

Coordinator and

Project

as

supports

as a

Producer/

Site

Designer and a Site Engineer, man
aging multiple web projects and ap
plications. Michael has experience in
writing applications for e-commerce,
adaptive testing and reporting, con
tent management and facility sched
uling.
Before joining ITS-Med, Michael
was a
Graphic Designer and Devel

national Affairs and the YSN Office of

oper at 4Sure.com in Trumbull and
Norwalk. Prior to that he performed

Public Affairs.

assignments

the work of the YSN Office of Inter

for

Aquent

Faculty
Appointments
New

Development (WDD)

&

Design

Cynthia Anne Connolly, RN, PhD
has joined our faculty as Assistant
Professor, Graduate Entry Pre-Specialty and Pediatric Nurse Practitio
ner Specialty. Dr. Connolly will also
have a Faculty Associate, History of
Medicine and Science, appointment
at

the Yale School of Medicine.
Dr. Connolly holds a BSN from

the

Partners at

University
MSN in

Microwarehouse and Circle.com.

an

of Visual Arts in New York, where she
studied Media Arts and Art Direction.

Michael's education supports his
interest in performance and teach

University

She has worked

ing.

ic

earned

Sheila is

a

of the School

graduate

as a computer graph
designer, project manager, web de
veloper and writer in freelance, staff
and consulting positions since 1994.
She previously was a staff member at
United Nations headquarters in New

From the
a

University

of Iowa, he

B.M. in Music Performance

and Mathematics and is

a

candidate

in Performance

for the D.M.A.

(ABD)

and

He first became famil

Pedagogy.

iar with New Haven while

earning

an

York, in the Africa Section of the De

M.M. from the Yale School of Music

partment of Public Information.

in 1991.

She lives with her husband and
three children in Woodbridge, where

After Yale, Michael pursued Arts
Management, holding together sev
eral orchestras while taking a brief

enjoys volunteering for various
community organizations and com

she

mittees,

"indulging

her inner

political
junky," as she calls it. She also spends
time in her off-hours, "digging her
roots
genealogy that is, more than
gardening, where she unfortunately
tends to encounter too much poison
ivy."
—

hiatus

to

work the 1996 Cultural

tee

for the

Olympic

Games. While in

pursued his
primary interests of teaching and
performing. In addition to serving

the Midwest, Michael

faculties

at

Flynt
recently joined

Senator Paul Wellstone

[D-Minn].
There, she placed contemporary

Western Illinois Univer

Cornell College, Knox College
Bethany College, he performed
with the Cedar Rapids and Quad City
Symphonies, the Old Capitol Brass

sity,

care

context
wrote

issues into historical

for current

speeches

legislative action,

and remarks for the

Senator, and briefed him both ver
bally and in writing on the substance
of

particular

issues and

pieces

of

leg

islation.

He works with

versity

Though immersed in many
things technical, Michael continues
to perform actively and supports his

century intervention, the prevento

management interests by contracting
other musicians for engagements. He

considered at risk for tuberculosis to

Sverdlov and

YSN Director of

ment

Post-

YSN Public In

as

the Web

formation Officer

Technology Services Jim
design and develop

the

on

a

pediatric
acute/ chronic care nurse practitioner
from the University of Pennsylvania.
She received a PhD in Nursing his
tory from the Center for the Study of
the History of Nursing at the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania. Dr. Connolly
completed two years of postdoctoral
training at the Joseph L. Mailman
School of Public Health's History of
Public Health and Medicine Program.
Her postdoctoral training at Colum
bia was enhanced by a fellowship in
as a

Systems Architect.

Ilya

McKay

Care from the

Rochester, and

Quintet, and he established and con
ducted a brass ensemble at the Uni

YSN

Information

of

Master's Certificate

health
on

and

Michael

Pennsylvania,

the United States Senate with the late

for the Atlanta Commit

Olympiad

of

Primary

of the YSN website, the devel
an intranet, and a number

can

of Iowa.

Symphony,

social

focus

be heard with the New Haven

Orchestra New

Eng

Connolly's current research
history methodology to
on a
unique early twentieth

Dr.
uses

rium, conceptually grounded in the
idea that

sending indigent children

rural institutions could prevent them
from developing clinically active dis
ease. Her work provides
insight into

opment of

land, Battell Brass and with Joyful

the intellectual foundations of

of related

Noise and other ensembles in

ing, particularly early twentieth cen
tury nursing care of children; yields

projects.

Michael comes to YSN from
Yale Medical School's lls-M-' W.'h
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Yale \

a

throughout Connecticut,
..::'

on:*

Newark.®

venues

Massachu-

nurs

Faculty
recent

Nelson

Betty

completion

Wood

the role of advanced

on

of The Robert

Johnson
Program (2001-2004). The RJW
Executive Nurse Fellows Program is
an advanced
leadership program for
Executive Nurse Fel

lows

in senior executive roles who

nurses

aspiring

are

new

information

concerning the

health

care

ways in which the identification and
assessment of risk factors is highly

Program

culturally dependent and subject to

continue the

the biases of the evaluators and of the

ing

predominant culture; and analyzes
the legacy of past politics in current

in the health

rienced

the

s

to

lead and

shape

the US

system of the future. The
mission is to

nurses

inspire

expe

in executive roles to

journey

toward achiev

highest levels

of

leadership

system

care

of the 21st

century.

policies.
Connolly has more
than 20 years of experience as a pedi
atric nurse and nurse practitioner in
acute care,

tient

Dr.

chronic

care,

and outpa

settings.

In the GEPN

Dr. Con

Program,
nolly teaches the Seminar in Pediatric
Nursing and Clinical Practice in Pe
diatric Nursing courses. In the PNP
program, she teaches in the Pediatric
Health Assessment course and a
seminar in the Research Methods of

Nursing course. Within the
broader university, Dr. Connolly is an
active faculty participant in the His
tory of Medicine and Science. Beyond
Yale, Dr. Connolly is a consultant to
the American Academy of Nursing's
Expert Panel on Nursing History and
a reviewer for the Nursing History
Clinical

Review.

how-

potential of the advanced practice
preparation of wide ranging

role,

materials to enhance student under
and

teaching technique.
a
long history of na
tional leadership in medical educa
tion (spanning more that 225 years).
standing

MMA has

The MMA Graduate School of Nurs
ing was launched in the early 1990 s
and became the first

of

nursing

graduate school

in the Russian Federation

(presently there are four). Dr. Olsen
Fulbright appointment provides a
great opportunity for Yale and MMA
Schools of Nursing
the two pio
neers in
graduate nursing education
to work
in their respective countries
together to improve the health of
s

—

health and social welfare

Clinically,

the

on

preparation for
practice nurses,

chosen for

content is

Associate Dean

her

sions will include discussions

Notes

Olsen has been awarded

Douglas

—

the

Fulbright Fellowship to present a
explore research
partnership opportunities at the
lecture series and to

Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy
(MMA) Graduate School of Nursing
in Moscow, Russia.
Dr. Olsen will reside in Moscow

for several weeks this fall.

During

his

stay, he will provide direct education
to advanced practice nursing students
at MMA, enhance the ability of the
graduate nursing faculty in teaching
mental health nursing and health care

ethics,

serve as

strong

initial

connec

tion for
tween

ongoing collaboration be
Yale University and MMA,

increase
into his

awareness

own

of cultural context

to Dr.

Olsen, while

tradition of medical ethics

a

ethics is

in Russia,

not

nursing
yet
regular part of advanced practice
nursing education. As nurses assume
advanced practice roles in Russian
health care, they should be well edu
a

cated in the ethics of health
addition

to

in

teaching

care.

In

mental health content, Dr.

Olsen will follow the

health

same

care

procedure

ethics

to

MMA

students. Concurrent with classes
for students, he will facilitate weekly
sessions with the MMA nursing and
medical faculty to enhance their abil

ity

to

teach these

It is the

hope

of both institutions

that the benefits for Yale and MMA

beyond the period of
Fulbright scholarship.

will continue
Dr. Olsen

The

s

two institutions are committed to

developing
view this

a

lasting partnership,

as an

anticipated

initial effort in

topics. These

ses

and

more

collaborations.

Lois Sadler '79, is the

recipient

of the

2004 Partners in Education Award

(Outstanding Individual Partner cat
egory) from The New Haven Public
Education Fund. Dr Sadler will be

honored for her work

teaching.

According
there is

and

communities around the world.

at

the

Polly

Mc-

Cabe Center, where she has consulted

practiced since 1979. The Partner
ships in Education program serves as
a
catalyst for partnerships between
and

schools and businesses in the NewHaven Community. The program s
primary goal is to identify meaning
ful ways for partners to interact, and
promote high academic achievement.
Sheila Santacroce has been selected

provide consultation and mentorship as an Associate Clinical Scientist
with the Phyllis F. Cantor Center and
to

the Dana-Farber Institute for

ending April 30,

one \ ear,

2005. In this dis-
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tinguished role, Dr. Santacroce will
help foster collaborative activities be
tween

This grant is funded

through May

the Cantor Center and faculty

Lynette

research, and clinical

College of
(ACNM). The newly
inducted Fellows will be recognized
during the Opening Ceremony of the
ACNM Annual Meeting in New Or

and beyond New

England.

She will

consultative research

provide

services

related to her area of expertise, in
cluding mentoring new investigators
and sharing expertise within the Can
tor Center, reviewing nurse scientists'
grant applications, and participating
in the Center's scholarly activities.
Saras Vedam '85 and Kris Fennie

(co-chairs of the YSN Diversity Ac
tion Committee) presented at the Yale
Bouchet Conference

on

Diversity

in

Graduate Education about Success

ful Models for
also

was

of the featured

panelists at
Breastfeeding Coali
tion Supper Symposium Strategies
for Health Care Providers to Support
Breastfeeding, that was held at New
Britain General Hospital. At this
one

the Connecticut

event, Saras discussed the translation

of evidence into

practice-effective
primary care

lactation support in the
office.

Ament

was

Nurse-Midwives

grant entitled

"Nursing's Impact on Quality

of Life

Outcomes in Ovarian Cancer" has

been funded

by

aims to: test the effects of

a

text

nursing intervention protocol
quality of life outcomes for adult
women newly diagnosed with ovar
ized

ian cancer; test the effects of standard

ized

nursing

costs

of

care;

intervention

explore

protocol

on

the differential

effects of standardized

nursing

inter

patterns of symp
distress, number of symptoms,

vention

protocol

on

presentations

Book of the Year Award
can

by

in

Dublin, Ireland

presentations

on

will be

July

Nurses, and Tuberculosis Preven
Europe and North

America, 1900-1940."
"Collaborative

Angela Crowley,

health consultation: A

develop

interactionist

mental-symbolic
model."

the Ameri

lourunl of Nursing (AJN).
In

a

review book,

published

Sheila Santacroce,

in

the journal of\ Udzoifery and Women 's
Health (Volume 49, No. 1, 62-3, 2004),
the reviewer wrote: This nezo fourth
edition

in

illness

"Uncertainty
theory provides a frame

work for evidence-based

childhood

cancer

Alexander

was

care

of Varney's Midwifery is another
awarded the

classic. All inidzoiz'es who read this book

Ivy

will be enriched

Emerging Nursing Star in Health
Disparities Award by Howard Uni
versity. She was presented with the
award during the 10th Anniversary
Gala of the M. Elizabeth Carnegie

by the pearls and clini
cal guidelines it contains. They will also
develop a deep appreciation and respect
for authors zoho present all the arguments
and relentlessly maintain that Real mid
wifery is zoith woman and -women have

unsurpassed in her
knowledge, skill, experience, and -willing
ness to share in the progression and ex
pansion of nurse-midwifery in the -world.
is

Jackson- Allen,

Pat

Ryan

Swartz

presented

10-11 in

at NAP-

NAP's 25th Annual Conference

on

Pediatric Health Care in March 2004.

Linda Pellico '89 delivered the

sacola, Florida
was

titled

Over 550

400

to

develop a

in the 21st

and

vision for

century. Over

physicians attended

Jeanne

Guveyan Lecture at the American
Society of Pain Management Nurses
(ASPMN) Annual Meeting in Pen-

dent nurses'

care

March

During that
presented

pilot study "Hormone
Therapy Use Among Black Women:
Why or Why Not?"

about the past as a way of
providing a template for them to use

hospital

they work

on

D.C.

data from her

Cindy Connolly spoke at the Roches
ter General Hospital (RGH) in Roch
ester, NY. She was invited to speak
to nursing staff and
physicians at the

nursing

held

conference, Dr. Alexander

talk

as

was

Washington,

Krause

'81, Angela Crowley, Mikki Mead
ows-Oliver '98, Lois Sadler '79 and

Marty

Conference that

Eyes:
Up?"

How do
Pain

ASPMN,

on

March IS. Linda's

'Through the Novice's
we
Really Measure

standards,

as set forth
by
juxtaposed against stu
stories of patients' pain

were

management in

acute care institution.

people were in attendance.
Linda also graduated in May with
her doctorate from the
University

the talks.

of Connecticut. Her dissertation
titled "Composing the Road

Cynthia Connolly, Angela Crowley,

tive and aesthetic

vival.

and Sheila Santacroce have been
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of

survivors"

quality of life, number
of complications, resource utilization
including rehospitalization, and sur

tom

dimensions of

22-24.

follows:

as

tion in Western

of 2003 and awarded the 2003

standard

on

make oral

Cynthia Connolly, "Knowledge
Migration, Culture, and Sci
ence: A Case Stud)' of Children,

recently published fourth edi
tion of Helen Varney Burst's '63
book, Varney's Midwifery, (with Jan
M. Kriebs and Carolyn L. Gregor) has
been recognized as the most valuable

Pat

develop ovarian cancer are at high
risk for prolonged physical problems
and sustained psychological distress
over their illness trajectory. This grant

Their

The

the National Insti

of Health/ National Institute
of Nursing Research. Women who
tutes

place

leans in June.

choices. This author

Ruth McCorkle's

named to Fel

in the American

lowship

Integrating Diversity

in Professional Schools. Saras

to

the 15th International Nursing
Research Congress, which will take
at

and staff associated with academic,
institutions in

selected by Sigma Theta Tau Inter
national

31, 200b.

nurses

en

Through

Nursing;

Lessons Learned. ..A

analysis
nurses
journaling."

narra

of student

Class News
Cynthia Connolly's history elective,
Nursing, Health and Social Welfare in
American History, has been selected
to be part of Yale University's Elec
tronic Library Initiative [ELI]. ELI is a
focused effort to facilitate and study
the use of digital images and other
materials in teaching, learning, and
scholarship. Dr. Connolly's course
will be offered this fall. It
as a

the

uses

of Life in School

Asthma" The

study

Age Children with
quantitative research

included 60 asthmatic children

and their

parents and

was

unique

because she examined the child's

perspective

on

quality

of life in

living

with this chronic disease.

history

prism through which to examine
relationship between nursing

and social reform in the U.S. between
1860 and 1992.

Ruth Benedict '48 and her husband

Though chronology,

dates, and facts

names,

Howard rolled out the welcome mat

important
appropri

are

and will be stressed when

for YSN Associate Dean for Research

ate, the purpose of the course is not to
review a comprehensive narrative of

Affairs

what

were

is to

Pictured here

happened when. Rather, its goal
explore themes related to change
and reform throughout nursing s
history, both chronologically as well
as
thematically. A summary of the
course

is attached with this email.

Marty

Swartz earned her doctorate

April

from the

University

of Con

Marty's dissertation,

entitled

"Predictors of Health Related

Quality

necticut.

vacationing
are

in Alaska last Fall.

Mike, Margaret,

Ruth and Howard.

Margaret Chang
Outgoing

in

'76 and her

Margaret Grey

husband Michael Lauterback who

President of NONPF Diane Viens with

Catherine Gilliss at the annual

meeting of the Na
Organization of Nurse Practitioner Faculties
San Diego in April. Diane is on faculty at YSN

tional
in

teaching

in the

Adult, Family, Gerontological and

Women's Health

Primary

Care

Specialty

'55 has sent

Margaret writes: "In year 2003, we
advantage of our relative good
health to travel extensively. With
took

Bill's classmates,
York to

also

see

we

went to New-

Broadway

shows. Later,

musicals and

plays
trip to
Great Britain. In addition to visiting
England and Ireland, we enjoyed the
peacefulness and serenity of Wales.
We took a cruise to St. Petersburg, its
splendid palaces had recently been
restored for its 300th anniversary. Be
we

saw

in London's West End

New Fellows of the

American

Academy

of

Nursing

us a

copy of her latest Chang's Time news
letter that she sends out annually.

on a

of SARS, however, we missed
the 150th year celebration of Zhang
Jian in Nantong, China. Zhang Jian,
who is Bill's great granduncle, is the
cause

Qing Dynasty's last Zhuangyuan (-1
in the Imperial Exams).
"Of course, we are most grateful
by how well our grandchildren, six
grandsons and one granddaughter,
have developed. Our travels also in
cluded visits to all of their homes."
Elaine Childs Gowell '53
reception for alumnae/i and friends held during the annual meeting of AAN held in San
to Fellowship in the AAN:Tish Knobf '82, Larry Scahill '89, Gail
Diego, CA. Four YSN faculty were inducted
Melkus, and Sandy Talley. Pictured with the new Fellows are other Yale-affiliated Fellows of AAN. From
Post
Doctoral Candidate), Scahill '89, Judy Krauss '70, Marge
left to right: Knobf, DebraWegand (YSN
Funk '84, Melkus, Pam Minarik, Margaret Grey '76, Sally Cohen '80, Catherine Gilliss, Paula Milone-Nuzzo,
Dorothy Powell (Dean, Howard Univ. School of Nursing), Talley.
YSN hosted

a

was

pre

sented with the Muriel James Living
Principles Award at the International

Transactional Analysis Association
conference in Oaxaca, Mexico. This
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Ill~\

award

recognizes

a

member of the

Poolsook

International Transactional Analysis

she is

Association who has

versity

applied the
Analysis
(T.A.) to her life and to her practice as
a Certified Transactional
Analyst. T.A.
recognizes that dramas and chaos in
people's lives occur through the roles
played out in the Drama Triangle:
principles

of Transactional

Persecutor, Rescuer,

Victim. This

or

discipline originated in the United
States and is now practiced world
wide. It is a highly esteemed, impor
tant aspect of psychological interven
tions and corporate training.

Sriyaporn

"I have

to

say,

been

promoted
to the Director of the Undergraduate
Curriculum at the University of Cin
cinnati, College of Nursing, where I
have been on the faculty and continue
as

just recently

Professor/ Clinical Nurs

Associate

ing. The
many

fun,

new

but I

challenges,

too. I also

travel

am

to

Joan Edelstein '75 writes

I took

a

year off to

Hotel

on

the Omni New Haven
February 4, 2004 as the

2003 Heroes of New Haven
Dianne

recognized

was

County.

for her work

with dementia and Al
zheimer's disease. She was also fea
with

people

tured in the

Sunday, January 18,

2004

"Connecticut" section of the New
Haven

Register

in

an

article entitled

"Everyday Heroes: Red Cross Recog
nizes People from All Walks of Life."
In the article, she

(photo

of

a

help

briefly

discusses her

on

us:

I'm off to start back

"-

9K*Ua

"
-

college

Tulane

the River

Margaret Grey

the left). Now

on

my

having recently accepted

a

career,

position

as

School Nurse,
Asthma Specialist, for the

■/'"'

fied School
District. The

position
is funded

through

Oak

land Kicks

Asthma,

a

CDC

the American

grant managed by
Association (PI

Lung

Tager, Professor of Biostatistics
Epidemiology at UC Berkeley

and

School of Public Health where I

re

ceived my DrPH). The CDC grant to
Oakland is the only one west of the

particularly ex
opportunities both for
evidence-based practice and research.
I'm especially excited to be working
directly with kids again. I'm doing
Mississippi

so we are

cited about the

asthma education both

on a

one-to-

and in group settings to middle
and high school students as well as to

one

the school staff. I also coordinate with

volunteer work at the Alzheimer's

in

the Oakland

case

management component of

the program and represent the School
District and Oakland Kicks Asthma
collaborative effort with OBAC,

a

tion.

Berkeley Asthma Coali
abstract on the program was

My
accepted for an oral presentation at
the Sigma Theta Tau preconference
on

Evidence-Based Practice in Dublin

this
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It's

amazing how

a career

'76 tells

vacation to Alaska last

Oakland Uni

Association.

psychiatric nurse

at

recent visit to

a

the

as a

tell

'launch' my

freshman

front attached-I'm

and geriat
ric case manager at the Yale-New Ha
ven Assessment Center, as well as her

job

to

Dorrie Swanson, to

daughter,

Ira

at

our

Jose State University after 22 years.

years. The youngest, 24, just finished
18 months in the Israeli Air Force.

honored

classmates and to see everyone at
30th reunion in 2005.

"Last year I retired as a Professor of
Maternal /Child Nursing from San

having

among those

35 years!!

of mango trees in my yards
which give fruits all year round."

a year to see my daughters who
became Israeli citizens in the past two

was

become

ter

plenty

times

Dianne Davis '72

exciting all over again af
Hope to hear from other

can

her and shares, "I have

to contact

Israel two

I look forward to every trip-seeing
them and being in Israel.

that

in Thailand. She also would

also includes

position

us

like any YSN faculty, students or
alumni who happen to visit Thailand

where she is
Anita Finkelman '71 emailed

'73 tells

retired from Mahidol Uni

now

us

that her

September

with her husband Micheal Lauter
was truly memorable, made

back

more so

thanks to the

hospitality

of Howard and Ruth Benedict '48.

While she and Michael

enjoying
Margaret

were

their vacation in Alaska,
found time to give a talk

to

the Yale

Club of Alaska, of which Ruth and
Howard are active members.
Karen

Evers-Fahey

'82 has recently

been awarded her Ph.D. in

analytic

Psycho

Studies from the

University
tells us, "My

of Essex in the U.K. She

professional activities include teach
ing in the Advanced Practice Nursing
Program at the Institute for Nursing
Science at the University of Basel,
teaching at the C.G. Jung Institute
in Zurich where I

am an

accredited

analyst, and working as a Jungian
analyst in private practice.
Jacquelyn Jordan '82 has been ap
pointed Chairperson and Associate
Professor of the Department of Nurs
ing at Towson University's College
of Health Professions in Towson,

Maryland.
Norma D. McNair '85 emails

this

update:

"\ will be

us

with

starting the

Ph.D. program at UCLA School of

Nursing

in

September.

I will continue

to focus in neuroscience
most

1

am

nursing,
likely in stroke or head injury.
currently working as a Clinical

Nurse Specialist in Neuroscience and
Orthopaedics at UCLA Medical Cen
ter. I

have been in this

November 2000. The
our

position since
primary focus of

Neuroscience unit is stroke. We

tient Clinic. In

April, 2001,

I

presented

my research at the Western Institute
of Nursing Conference in Seattle,

Washington, and in May 2002 at the
"Building on Family Strengths" Con

also have various

ference

ated with

Research Institute for Human Servic

diagnoses associ
neurology and neurosur

gery. Last summer, I was invited to
speak at the North American Stroke
in Mexico

Meeting
esting to try

City.

It

inter

es

the

sponsored by

at Portland State

Regional

University."

Catherine M.

the group was very
I have also remained active in the

Burdge '86, an acute
practitioner, works with
Melvin Rosenblatt, MD in private
practice and at Milford Hospital.

American Association of Neurosci

Catherine is the APRN with

ence

was

and teach in

Spanish, but
understanding!

Nurses,

writing

for the

terventional

core

curriculum, the 2nd edition of

our

nursing text, and par
the development of ma

neuroscience

ticipating

in

terials for orientation of
to neuroscience. I also

nurses new

see

Elise Her-

lihy ('83) occasionally as she works at
the Marilyn Hilton MS Achievement
Center at UCLA. I continue to

living

at

the beach and

home with 2

enjoy

sharing

cats... who

are

care nurse

a

radiologist

state-of-the-art

an

in

who offers

treatment

called

chemoembolization. She authored the

article, "Liver Tumor Embolization

Helps

Nurses

at

Milford

silly

Eli

Rebecca

Betty Morgan

Betty Ang
update on all of her activities since
graduation: "Since moving to Salem,
Oregon in 1990, I entered a doctoral
program in nursing at Oregon Health
Sciences University in 1991. 1 mar
ried Rex Haley on January 4, 1994.
I worked full-time

to

psychiatricmental health clinical nurse specialist
at Oregon State Hospital during my
doctoral program and completed
as a

'87 shares that she

just

Nursing from
College in December, 2003.
currently employed as an As

sistant Professor at UMASS Lowell in

graduate Psych/ Mental Health
Program and has a very small prac

the

tice

as

Hedy

well.
Harris

'90

Lipez

Kelton Burbank

was

married

December 6,

on

Marilyn McDonald '93 has taken
position as Assistant Professor of
Nursing at Castleton State College

Children and Adolescents With

in Castleton, VT. She is also

a

GNP

for Genesis Eldercare Network in

Rex

Vermont. She welcomes email from

former

faculty

Yermontmarilvn@aol.com.

ceremony in June, 2001,
where I would be robed at the ritual
of the completion of the

Greta

Rex died

suddenly

May 14, 2001 of hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy. In February, 2001, I
on

started

working

for the Portland VA

Medical Center as a psychiatric nurse
at the Salem VA Outpa

practitioner

her hus

(age 3).

to

tell

us

Ousley-Henry

'95 writes

that her husband, Hugh, is
kindergarten, her six year

teaching
daughter, Emma, has begun first
grade, and her three year old daugh
old

ter, Grace, is very active. She says
that she and Hugh are, "busy with

work and church activities, and have

slow-growing but rich and constant
friendship circle." She adds, "1 love
my job and use my Yale preparation
every single day. I use what I learned

a

and the framework in education,

writing,

and consultation. No

day

sav

Elizabeth Boland '95 informs

she
to

a

I

am

bored."

was

John

married

on

us

Mark Doyle. She is

living

husband, and

PNP and research

that

October 11, 2003

nurse

in

is still

coordina

with the Yale University School of
Medicine, Children's Diabetes Pro

tor

and classmates at

my nine years of enormous stress.
We were looking forward to the

recognition
Ph.D. Very sadly,

and Luciana

Wilton with her

Mental Disorders" in

graduation

(age 5)

never

a

and

are

is like another and I could

2003 in Lenox, MA.

my dissertation, "Mothers Labeled
Overinvolved: How They Care For

August, 2000.
was extraordinarily supportive
understanding as he endured

as a

tured here with Annette

Patients," which was the lead
article in the March 15, 2004 issue of
Advance for Nurses.

She is

an

that she

Earn Precious Moments for Hema

Boston
'85 has written with

us

toma

finished her Ph.D. in

and fun."

recently got licensed
psychiatric-mental
health CNS, in addition to being an
FNP. She is now practicing at Norumbega Family Practice in Maine. Pic
tell

and certified

band, Lee (SOM '94), and her children

Hospital

my

very

Annette Hatch-Clein '94 writes to

gram.

pleted

Hart-Hyndman
a

post

masters

Practitioner program
form Health Sciences
is

employed

at

Islands.

com

Adult Nurse

through

Uni

University.

She

The Veterans Admin

istration Clinic in St.

Virgin

'93 has

Thomas, U.S.

Brooke Karlsen '97 has been
ed Director of

Surgical

appoint

Services at St.

Vincent's Medical Center in

Bridge
previously the
Director of Surgical Services at YaleNew Haven Hospital. While at \ale-

port, CT. She

was

New Haven, she received their 2003
Martin Luther

king

Dreambuilder

Yale Nurse

Spring

2004
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In Memoriam
Award,

ship

as

well

Award for

their 2002 Leader

as

nursing management.

Allison Amend '02, a second year
doctoral student at the National In

Nursing Research (NINR),
given a NTH grant to study,
"Health Factors & Dietary Intake in
Black Women with Type 2 Diabetes."

stitute of

Michael

Corjulo

'98 has received his

certification

by

as an Asthma Educator
the National Asthma Educator

was

Certification Board.
Michael Greene '02

Elizabeth Steinmiller '98 and her

husband,

Andrei Thomas- Tikhonen-

the

April 13,

York Times in

Late Start in the

lb. 1

which

and

was

19.5" tall.

ing

a

featured in

article entitled, "A

an

ko, welcomed their son Alexander on
January 30, 2004. He weighed in at 8
oz.

was

2004 issue of The Nezo

Healing

Arts: Find

Calling After Work is Done,"
highlights his experiences at

YSN and his current work
Vanessa Williams

Jefferson

'98

nurse

as an

adult

practitioner.

Leadership

award

on

April 25,

2004.

Kristin

was

the

keynote speaker at the sixth annual
Nursing Research Day at Rivier Col
lege, NH, which was sponsored by
the Rivier-St. Joseph Nursing Honor
Society. Karen, who is president and
CEO of Home Health and Hospice
Care in Nashua, NH, presented her
research entitled "Health Disparities

'03 shared her expe

riences with soon-to-be

graduates
"Pathways to Success"
program sponsored by the Recruit
ment and Placement department here
the

during
Karen Baranowski '99

Meyer

at YSN.

Nirupa

Sekeran '03 is

doing a pediat
oncology nursing fellowship at the
Leukemia/ Lymphoma Clinic at St.
Jude's Hospital in Memphis, TN.

it}- Women."

Timothy Davison

Cassidy

was

on

married to

November 29,

2003.

Nurse-Practitioner

degree

in Michi

'03 has moved from

working

in a

community health clinic" in

to learn Portuguese. When she
applied to Medicins Sans Frontieres
for a position, they snapped her up,
and sent her to Angola, Africa, where
Portuguese is the colonial language.
She went to treat sleeping sickness,

but also encounters malaria and other

a

tropical

lot of

experiences."

Carrie Essex '00

was

married

Christopher Chenard

21, 2003

to

Jackson,

NH.

Jeanette Galvez '03 married Jeff
Piscioniere

on

June
in

managed
Newton

care

/Welleslev Psychiatry (which

a non-affiliated private group prac
tice). Carole was very proud of the
expanded role of the Nurse Practitio
ner and was often sought after for her

the latest medications. She

on

active

within the

psychopharmacologist

practice.

Carole spent the last four years
as a stalwart advocate for

of her life
ovarian

the

cancer

prevention, heighten

level of awareness of
with the National Ovarian Cancer Co
alition, she researched the disease and

ing

public's

conducted
ian

cancer

on

October 18, 2003.

a

familial

and educated her

of

She

ovar

family

genetic markers for the dis
ease and
preventive measures to com
bat it. Her husband, Barry, provided
all too

as

Carole

complex

navigated through
and sometimes

un

yielding healthcare system.
Carole was a passionate student/
colleague and outspoken individual.
Surely, as her husband has remarked,
"I think there is a
larger universe of
people out there that has been touched
by her and they may not know it." Her
lessons to us were passed on to her
daughters. Lauren, her eldest, gave
the eulogy at her mom's funeral. "She
always taught me about how to live
in this world, and even in her death
she continues to educate me. I have
learned that being open and

what

you

saying
people that mean
so
important." She

feel to the

you is
added: "There is no
Yale Nurse sp.

area.

history

about the

the
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She

University.

few years in the
industry, before joining
a

is

an

month

with

Northeastern

direction

She had many Brazilian and Asian
patients, and went to Brazil for a

diseases. She signed up until
October, when she will be back

at

for further research in this

Angela Rogers

gan, she joined the Low ell Com
munity Health Clinic as a clinician.

next

ing

informed those around her to the need

San Francisco and is

"bustling
Chicago.

stepping-

as a

nursing practice.

graduation, she returned to
Massachusetts and worked in the
community mental health system for
a few years, then moved on to teach

ric

'03

diverse

After

was an

Claire

scale. As her mother relates, "After
getting a Pediatric addition to her

her Yale education

stone to a

opinion

in Maternal Child Health for Minor-

Virginia Morrison '99 is currently
using her YSN education on a global

saw

then worked for

received the Southern Connecticut
Black Nurses Association Annual

Carole J. Singer passed away on Sep
tember 26, 2003. Carole graduated
with the YSN class of 1982, and she

most to

reason

why ]

Yale School of Nursing
Honor Roll 2002-2003
cannot

achieve

such

strong

a

I want to, because I

woman." We knew of Carole's

come

from

strength

of

purpose, her compassion toward patients with psychiatric
and substance abuse disorders, and her
abiding respect for
the art and science of nursing. Doris Banchik '74, Chair of

the

Psychiatric-Mental Health Program when Carole was
enrolled at YSN, had this to say when she heard of Carole's
death: "I remember Carole best for her extraordinary pas
sion and

make

a

drive, which I

am sure

continued after Yale to

difference in all of the lives she touched. There is

doubt that she will be missed

greatly."
husband, Barry Katz, Carole left her
daughters, Lauren and Julia Singer-Katz, both of Sudbury,
MA; three brothers, Gary of Brooklyn, NY, Steve of Los An
geles, CA, and Eric of Rochester, NY; her parents, Larry of
Pompton Lakes, NJ, Evelyn Ginsburg of Poughkeepsie, NY
and her stepmother, Sandy, and many of us who remember
her fondly.
no

In addition to her

Memorial donations may be made to the National
Ovarian Cancer Coalition, P.O. Box 1218, Arlington, MA,
02474-0070. The

is in the process of setting up a
foundation in Carole's name in order to carry on the work

that

was so

deeply grateful to the many donors who larve made gifts
of Nursing bet-ween Inly 1, 201)2 and June 3D.
2003. Our Honor Roll recognizes the generosity of more than
1,500 alumnae/i, friends, foundations, corporations and orga
nizations zoho have given so generously in support of nursing
scholarship and research at Yale. The follozoing list recognizes
gifts of $100 or more, including Alumnae/i Fund and restricted
gifts made during this period. In preparation of this list, zoe
We

anything

family

close to her heart.

are

to Yale School

htrve made every
any

errors or

it to

bring

dean's

($5,000

our

attention

Mary

died

died March 10,2004

Hirata '49

S. Schultz '31

TabithaW. Rossetter'

Betsy

Evelyn

C.

Elizabeth D. Wilson '31

Mary Wylie

died March 25, 2004

Stoltz '49

died May 2, 2004
Louise E. Sewell '51
died

Ethel G.

Wagner

Slopanskey'
Society

John U.White'
-

Natl

Catherine Bastress'

Sage

Adams Hall '40

died

24, 2003

Elizabeth T. Richard '59

Elizabeth V. Hallwich '42

Janikowski
August 19, 2003

'43

Edith K. McGeehan '44

Sepotember

Jeanette Atkins
died

May 1,

Dorothy

W. Annette

Massey

'59

died December 18, 2003

2003

Eleanore S.

died

February

8, 2004

died December 30, 2002

died November 17, 2003

died

Suzan D.

Virginia

Adah R.Davis

Boyd
M. Brown

Lois D. Crum

Elizabeth K.Puzak

Lisa M. De Dominicis

Elizabeth R. Walters'
Jane H. Frelick

College

of

Nursing

Ogden

Elizabeth W. Maines
Yoko

Nagato

Jewel O. Patton'

Evelyn

H.

Fdn.

Shopp

Helen E.Sirica

Dorothy

Eula M. McDowell'
MPE Communications

Oncology Nursing

Shirley F. Edwards
Roslyn Elms Sutherland
George J. Knafl

P. Skilton'

TA\ LOR CI UB

E.Congdon

($500-$999)
Carol A. Wetmore
B. Schwanke

Richard D Frisbee III Fdn

Mary

Gertrude H. Parkhurst

Jeannette U.Gies

Elizabeth B. Sanderson

August

May 5,

2003

Dorothea L. Dunn '54

'40

died

died

September 10,

records.

Pamelia P. Tisza

American Cancer

Thomas

Ovidia T. Evensen '37
2004

our

Janssen Pharmaceutica

died

February 15,

may correct

Betty D.Sullivan

Marion H. Fasanella'

Ann Sontheimer '49

zoe

Jane Rambo Stewart

K.Jones'

Evelyn

Iva Torrens'

Helen B. Crowell

died December 9, 2003

2004

January 12,

that

Kathleen A. Knafl

more)

James Leitner

Lucy

so

Vietnam Vets. Assistance Fund

Marian Roth '31

its accuracy. If zoe lurve made
our sincere
apologies and

Jeanne S. Neideck

Ruth P.

died

assure

please accept

associates

or

Amer Assn of

1990

to

MC Foundation

Luc Pelletier '82

May

effort

omissions,

23, 2000

'47

2004

V. Kibbe '47

died March 17, 2004

Carole J. Singer '82
died September 26, 2003

Kathryn

($2,500-54,999)

Doris Banchik

Martha E. Barden

Mary

C. Colwell

GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Barbara E.Mathews
Yale Club of New Haven

Theodore D. Sands

2004

January 19,

Rose Schacht '94

died

August 16,

2002

Katherine Dimond
Houben '99
died

April

30, 2004

Mary

A. Burns

Dorothea H. Edwards
Barbara Ellis

Cynthia P. Finesilver
Jody Gross
Elaine M. Gustafson

HENDERSON CLUB

($l,000-$2,999)

Anne Marie Haltmeier '84

died

L. Burdette

GOODRICH CLUB

Martha

P.Jayne"

Richard

Hemenway'

Elisabeth B.Keller
Hui-Chen Ku

Jean

Katharine W.

Marian G. Miller

Kathryn E.Macary
Jane N. Manning
Angela Barron McBride

Robert &

Harriet S. McConnell

Ethel

R.Ann Miller

B.Milligan
Mary Joanna Thawley
Griffin Hospital
Mary Arnstein
G.Wagner"

Lynn

Catherine L. Gilliss
Ruth L.Benedict

)ale Nurse

Spring
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Theresa M. O'Connor
Maureen T. O'Keefe
Adele W.Pike
David A. Reif
Jean F.

Rogier

Rhea C.Sanford

Margaret T.Silverman

Leslie

Barbara E.Wolfe

Katharine N.

SusanT.

Susan R.Yates

Margretta

R.Kelly
Langerman
R. Jeannine Lyerly
Polly P. McClure

AltheaD.Stadler

Susan L.

Julie D. Allen-Stamos

Joyce

Anna-Louise W. McKown

Jean R. Fisher

Cheryl

Elizabeth O'Connell

Margaret

Delora A. Pitman
Ann W. Rhinelander

WALD Cl LB

Corinne M. Schultz

($250-$499)

Joanne W.

American Diabetes Assoc Inc

Elouise C. Duncan

Mary Jane Kennedy
Nina R.Adams

Springer

Kathleen D.Stokes

Hindley

Mrs.

S. Schultz

Lucy

Linda A.Schwartz

Barbara Russell"

($100-$249)

Connecticut

Saundra T. Bialos

Thelma

Doris Bloch*

M.

Martha Driessnack

Donna J. Boehm

Priscilla O.Anderson

Susan M. Bonini

Priscilla B. Behnken

Natale Linton Brown

Larice A. Burtt

Annabel

Bruce F. Carmichael

Deborah Ann
Helen

G.Ching-Allen
Chyun
Langdon Clark

Maureen O. Doran

Anne F. Conkle

Martha B. Downie

Vivian S.Crabtree

Selma D. Falloon

Marcia Curtis

Catherine G.

Deering

Anne F. Delsanto-Ravenscroft

Linda N. Demas
Gellestrina T.

Dimaggio

Diane L. Kessler

Anita W. Finkelman

Fotine D. O'Connor

Jane G. Frame

Col. Karen L.Johnson

Julia P. Pace

Sara VW.

Sarah G.Potter

Irene B. Landis

Marion M. Russell

Ruth A. Lawson

Elizabeth

Barbara A. Levine

Yale New

Joyce

Vera V. Yordon

Olga

Louis

W.

Knight

Light

Longo
Josephine Lutz

Zagraniski

Dorothy J.

Elizabeth A. Clarke

Deborah L. Meredith

Stacey Young-McCaughan

Julia Shenton Morris

Suellen Marie Griffin

Frederica C.Mullen

G. Hadden

Martha C. Newton

Madalon O'Rawe Amenta

Nierenberg
Virginia M. Paulson
Marie E. Pearce

Linda H. Pellico

CassyD.

Dianne M. Robertson

Charlotte W.

MaryKay De Vita
Nancy S. Doolittle
Margaret Mary Flinter
Carolyn D. Gibbons
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Cynthia L.Teeple
Shirley H.Tenney
Christine B.Tocch

C.Graves

Florence S.Wald
Katharine S.Welch

Horning

Yale Nurse

Smedley

Anne E.Stewart

Janet Nosek Hoffman
June C.

Pollack

Paula J. Ranelli

Mavis K.Chittick

Spring

20(14

Dreyfuss

Richards

Edward J. Drew
Judith M.Treistman
Barbara A. Allard
James H.
Brian D.

Ameling

Arey

Suzanne Ballard

Dorothea L. Dunn

Patricia D.

Elizabeth W.

Mary

Fitzpatrick

Barry

G. Bast

Catherine Kiene Forrest

Carol M.Battin

YukieT. Gross

Cheryl

Eleanor H.

Arne L. Beltz

M.

Shirley

Grunberg
Henley

Constance C. Hornickel

Karla A.

Knight

Clifton

T. Beck

Irene Bennett

Patsy

Louise C. Benson

Kathleen D. Bernau
H. Bliss

Ping Lee
Maryann Lisak

Mary

Mariette S. McCourt

Georgianna

Marilyn

Elizabeth McEnhill

Madeline McKenna

Eileen Dart

Deborah A.

Bolesky
H. Booth

Boyle

M.

Virginia Nehring

Margaret
Breg
Tietje Briggs
S.
Brodish
Mary
Mary B. Bronzan

Joan K. Parsons

Jeanne A. Bruce

Pamela Minarik
Jane S. Mulaik

Joann

Luc R. Pelletier

Linda W.Burdett

Mary Pryor

Christine E. Burke

Carol B. Rinzler

Laura N. Burr

Thomas J. Sincic

Helen

Rebecca A.

Claudia J. Buzzi

Stanley

Varney

Burst

Theresa Ann Tesoro

Dorothy

Antoinette

M.T. M.Carswell

V.B.Tyndall

Marie S.Zavattaro

Mary

K.Ochiai

Elizabeth C.Barrnett
Janet S. Cellar

Michelle

Betty

R.Bettigole

0. Bowman

Patricia J. Bresser

Zoe K.

Mary Angelotti
Margaret S. Benton
Jay Bicknell
Elizabeth Dyer Brewster
Mary Jane Burt

Phyllis

MacLennan

Assoc

Davey
Degutis

Katharine R.

Rose C.

Lois S. Sadler

Hilary

Janice A.

Eileen O'Connor

P.Castro

Hospital
Kathryn S. Crowther
John H.Cunningham
Linda C.

Harper

Patricia T. Becker

S.Sharp
Haven Hospital

K.Nieberg
Nystrom

Sally

Karen M. Hirschmann

L.O'Rorke

Karin V.

Mary Ellen

Beverly

Marjorie

Roberta

E.Harris

Hoppe
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Benninghoff
Bernadette M. Forget

Ruth K. Fitzpatrick
Marjorie Funk
Martha Ray Harris

Kathleen F.

Ameling
Claudette B.Barry
Jean C. Bradley

Jeanne S.

John B. Fenn

A. Masterson

Carmella S. Lattizori

Patty

Margaret Joyce
Blanche C. Agostinelli

Diers

Peggy

Cathylynn P. Vintzileos
Cheryl Waskiewicz

Robert R.Woodard

Ann T.

Janet S. Hine

Kaye

Rinell

Kirsten J. Asmus

Patricia Trotta

Eleanor F. Voorhies

MaryT. Wigodsky

Donna

B. Ricker

Suzanne C. Gardon

Jeanette Atkins

L.Joseph

Grey
Susan DeBarba Megas
Eileen B. Sharp
Marie Ann Sweeney

Jane P. Weed

Harriet D.Carroll

Frances J.

J.

Stephenson
Styles
Sullivan-Bolyai
Madden

Sally

Solomon Cohen

Donna Couillard-Getreuer
A. Frost

Wendy
Mary C.Geary
Elizabeth S.Grigg
Ann R. Holstein

D.Cannon

Linda Carter

Elaine

M.Carty
Mary Lord Cassell
Myriam Castaneda
Margaret K.Chang
Elinor

D.Chapman

Leslie Corcoran Clark
John T.Clarke

Virginia E.CIeary
Alyson B.Cohen
Dorothy J.Cole
Elizabeth S. Comer
Christina G.Conforti

Lisa M. Hottin

Victoria Sellens Conn*

Mary Kathryn Knobf
Gretchen R. Kuempel
Laura Ann Mylott

Ann

Brenda S. Penner

Mary

Kara Anne Pitt

Janet H.Crovatto

Mary Virginia Ruth
Dorothy L. Sexton

G.Connelly

Lauren S. Corbett
Dr. & Mrs. Luis E.Cortes
A.

Crosby

Madeleine

E.JeanM.Hill

Vincent P. Perlo

Almarie S. Walczak

Carol A. Curran

Jane M. Hiltunen

Karen White

Mary Walker

Patricia M. Curran

Ada C. Hinshaw

Elizabeth H.Pettis

Ann H.Watkins

Elizabeth C.Cusanelli

Geralynn

Susanna

Clytie

Elizabeth

Elizabeth M. Houlihan

Alice B.Willett

R.Crowley

A. Hirsch

Pettigrew

Roberta Danza

Frances B. Howard

Peyton
JosephineT. Philbin
Bette E.Phillips

Bette L. Davis

Sharman H. Howe

Adele W.Pike

Jeanne

Manning

Dorothy

Marjorie

D'Amour

Davis

M. Deluse

Joan A. de Maio

Cynthia

de Steuben

Kathleen C. Diamond
Robin Geller Diamond

C.Webber

HarrietJ. White

Ruth S.

Whiting

Ann 0. Howland

Constance L. Pittman

Nancy

Barbara J. Hume

Karen Poushter

Julie A.Womack

Barbara M. Hunt

Maryann

Elisabeth

Charlotte Houde

M.Hyde

Lois F. Irwin

Cheryl

F. Pranulis

Marguerite

L. Izen

Ouimby

G. Ouinn

Anna Pearl Rains

M.Wineman

Susan P.Wood
Jo Anne S.

Woolsey

Jana W.Wuerth

Jean W.

Youngen

Roberta F. Dixon

Linda Ann Jacobson

Denise

Frances Sherman Dostal

Vivienne P. Jacobson

Sarah H.Read

IN HONOR OF

Jane Z. Reardon

BarbarbReif

Sharon C. Drakos

Peter I.Jatlow

Joan

John C. Mendillo

King Dreyfus

Family

Fdn.

Bay Ramp

WilmaC.Reed

Pamela L. Driscoll

Dorothy

Charlotte M. Duncan

Jean E.Johnson

Nancy

Rosalind L.Jones

Vesta K.Rich

Beverly

N. Dunston-Scott

K.Johnson

Hope Juckel Regan
R.

Reilly-Wohl

IN

MEMORY OF

Jean F.

Rogier,

MD

Didine A. Ebersole

Christine Maria Just

Linda S. Richards

MATCHING GIFTS

Jill Ellen Edwards

Linda J.Juszczak

Lucy F.Riley

Aetna

Joan M. Rimar

Amgen,

La Verne F.Elliott

Mary

Patricia W. Emmons

Corinne Kerfoot

Mary

Mary Erlandson

Frances ME.

Olwen W. Roberts

James A. & Linda J. Fain

Eleanor R.

Merlyn

Jane M. Fall-Dickson

Karol Ann Krakauer

A.

Kelly
King
Kinney

L. Robbenhaar-Fretz

I. Robinson

Arthur M. Ross

Inc.

The Bemis

Consolidated Edison

Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance

Eileen Rose Farrell

Anne G. Kramer

Beth Roth

Jan Kriebs

Carolyn

C. Rudd

Hershey

Norman D. Fenn

Judith

Patricia

Ryan-Krause

Hubbell.lnc.

Krones

Corp.

Exxon Mobil Foundation

Mr. & Mrs. John B. Fen n, Jr.

Kay

Inc.

Company,
Cigna Corporation

Foods

Corp.

Christiane B. Sabourin

Ford Motor

Michelle L. Sanford

The

Linda J. Lisk

Gordon

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance

Reeva M. Liverman

Carol J. Scales

Roberta A. FitzGerald

Joan Monchak Lorenz

Margaret

Hertha E. Flack

Diane B.Loseth

Ruth A. Schmidt

Thomas E. Fickett

Pauline V. Kummer

Ethel V.Fishel

Hedy

Anna R. Fisher

Paulette E.

Fitzgerald

Barbara

Ann Ford

Betty

H.

Lipez

Lynne

MacDonald

Phyllis

Sawatzky

Lilly

Company

Endowment Inc.

Pitney-Bowes

Inc.

L. Schleske

A. Schwartz

BEQUESTS

(the following

individuals have

Anna W. MacNeish

Barbara Lee Sellars

remembered YSN in their

Janet P. Mance

Joyce Semradek

Catherine Bastress

Madeline B.Mann

Elizabeth A.

Marion H. Fasanella

Mr. & Mrs. Charles H. Marsh

Carol A. Sheridan

Mary Vesta Marston-Scott
Virginia B.Martin

Wenn-Huey Shieh

Richard

Stuart

Martha P.

Scott 0. Garfield

Diana J.Mason

Aron

Evelyn

Elaine

A.Gariepy
Winifred T. Garrity

Sheila G. McClelland

Ramona Garshelis

Irene Madeline

Sally

C. Foster

Genevieve F.

Fraga

Linda M. Franz
Patricia

McCarthy

Freeman

Laurie A. Friedman

Yuka Y.

Fujikura

Margaret

O. McLane

Meyers

Sheehy

J.Sidney
H. Skrypeck

Ruth P.

Spang
Spear

D. Stack-Dunne

Susan L.Miller

Angela C.Stempel
Christina Stephenson

Rosalie D. Gittler

Susan S.Miller

Marian C.Stone

Mary

Marie M.Milliken

Irene Stukshis

Mathilda J.Gontarski

Anne S. Milo

James J. Sullivan

Carolyn

T.Glenn

Linda J. Goodhart

Candace A. Mix

Rhoda L. Sun

Constance G. Goodman

Catharine Moffett

Mary

Priscilla Ann Goral

Candace G. Moore

Helen Taffel

Philip

Edwin Thomas Gower

Shirley R.Morley

S.

Nancy

Donna LeBlanc Morris

Dianne

Shirley J. Greenwald
Nancy Grimes

Winifred W.Thomas

Miriam C. Niederman

Barbara

Miriam R.Gurniak

Candace O'Brien

Elizabeth Baldwin

Doris C.Oremus

Joanna J.Townsend

Elizabeth F. Orser

Jean

B.Trumpp
Mary J. Ungberg
Eileen M.Vastola

Eileen F. Hemond

Eleanor F. Pence

Helen 8. Hildebrandt

Stephanie

Parker Perkins

Dorothy
va

P. Skilton

Torrens

Elizabeth R.Walters

E.Thompson
Tigges

RuthM. Ouimette

Marjory H.Heyd

Barbara Russell

E.Taylor

Penny A. Hatcher
Mary Ellen Haw

Janet A. Parkosewich

TabithaW. Rossetter

Symonds

Martha M. Newton

A.Harrison

Ogden

Jewel 0. Patton

K. Tamarisk

Louise Z.Greenlaw

Cynthia

K.Jones

Eula M. McDowell

Jane

Milberg-Rubenstein

Hemenway
Jayne

Elizabeth M.Smith

Marilyn F. Germano
Emily Ghilarducci
Sheila Gillespie Gillette

Ruth E.Miller

Laura M. Grant

Anne Evans

Jessie Parkinson

wills)

Patricia A.

Margot

Vergara

F. Ververis

\
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